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tA
foreword

1

The decade of the eighties has been characterized by a growing concern about the
condition of this country's technological resources. Programs to promote basic research,
to reassess jesearch and development priorities, and to improve the quality of science
and engineering education, are just a few initiatives that clearly demonstrate the strong
commitment being made by GovernMent,..industry, and academia in'this area. This
commitment is founded on the continuing role of high technology in promoting economic
growtlijproductivity, and international competitiveness. Over the next several years,
this same techriology' will be caUed'op Whelp meet the goals of the Nation's 5 -Year defense
plan. In fiscal year (FY) 1983, this plan scheduled an increase in real defense
expenditures of almost 45 percent over the 1982-87 period. Proposed defense budgets
for FY 1984 and FY 1985 show similar emphasis. Highly trained science, engineering,
and technician (SET) personnel are essential to these industries and, he.nce the Nation's
ability to meet both overall economic- and defense-related objectives.

This report presents findings of a special alysis undertaken by the National
Science Foundation (NSF). The objectives of the study are twofold; First, to project SET
personnel requirements of both defense and nondefense sectors during the 5-year
period ending in 1987, second, to assess the adequacy of the projected supply. of such
personnel available to meet those requirements. Employment projections for thb study
were generated through the use of the Defense Interindustry Forecasting System
developed by Data Resources, Incorporated (DRI). The supply projections,: perhaps

. the most distinctive feature of this study, were based on a model that incorporates all
major sources of response to changes in demand. Developed under contract to NSF by
Drs. Robert DauffenBach (Oklahoma State University) and Jack Fiorito (University
of Iowa), these projections are intended to identify potential problems within the SET
labor market, as well as to assist in understanding the dynamics and flexibility of SET
labor supply. .

Although both models represent the state-of-the-art in projection methodologies,
it is nonetheless important to be aware of certain methodological limitations. First,
the projections are only as accurate as the assumptions that.were used to generate them.
To the extent that these assumptions are not realized, projectioni are likely outcomes,
not precise prediction's. For this reason, the analysis uses four sets of assumptions based
on alternative macroeconomic conditions and defense-expenditure patterns to generate
a range of potential outcomes. Second, this type of analysis provides only a broad
overview of the SET labor market, highlighting potential problem areas. Problems of
a more disaggregated nature generally cannot be modeled empirically, but lend themselves
more readily to qualitative studiFs. Limitations of the analysis will be highlighted
throughout the report to assist in evaluation of the results.

Despite these limitations, the methodology developed provides a most useful
framework for assessing potential supply /demand ir4alances of SET personnel and is
sufficiently versatile to be used in estimating ge potentiaTimpacts of future policy changes.

Charles E. -Falk '
Director, Division of Science

Resources Studies
Directorate for Scientific

Technological, and International
Affairs

January 1984
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highlights
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Four projection_ scenarios were developed for the 1982 -87'
nod to generate a likely range of employment estimates. These

sce nos represented combinations of kw and high macro -
con lc activityaverage annual growth rates in gross national

7rodu t (GNP) of 1.o percent and 4.3 percent, respectively, and
to d high growth rates in real defense expendituresapnual
growth rates of 3.1 percent and 84 percent, respectively.
Performance of the economy and defense o s recorded during
the first year and 'a half of that pert suggest that actual
employment will he within the ph range of estimates The
sc.enarlos indicate that the number of jobs requiring science,

. engineering, and technician (SET) skills in the U nited States can
be expec.ted to increase by 460,000 to 740,000 over the 1982-87
period. By the latteNyear, roughly 4 million gibs, are projected to
be required in SET occupations, representing about 3.5 Percent
of tofel employment.

Among the 12 science and 9 engineering occupations studied.
only the rapid growth in requirements for aeronautical/
astronautical engineers, compute? specialists (computer systems
analysts a nd,programmers) , and electrical/electronic engineers
is likely,: to produce shortages of fully qualified professionals;
shortages are defined as a 5-percent, or greater, shortfall in
supply of new appropriately trained college graduates and
experienced workers. By 1987, the projected shortfall for
aeronautical/astronautical engineers will tary from IS percent
to 45 percent, representing 10,000 to 35,000 personnel; for
computer specialiits, the comparable range isprojected to be 15
percent to 30 percent, about 115,000 to 140,000 personnel. At
high projected levels of defense expenditures, the shortfall of;.,.
electrical/electronic engineers may almost reach 10 percent of
supply, roughly 30,000 personnel!Vowth in the numbers of
mechanical and industrial engineering technicians as well as
drafters is projected to accelhatecover the next 5 years suggesting
potential supply probkms.

Occupational mobility can be expected to alleviate shortages as
. experienced workers switch occupations ih response to Chang-

ing job opportunties. Sustained, high dependence on occupational
mobility to meet growing requirements in any particular field,
however, indicates a potential problem in maintaining the quality of
the work force. This problem is itself a manifestation of labor
shortages. By 1987, it is projected that 11 pent to 15 percent
of the supply of aeronautical /astronautical engineers will need,
to be drawn from other occupations to meet increasing employment
demands, for. computer specialty occupations the comparable
range lies close to 11 percent of supply.

The defense industrial base is highly dependen't on SET
personnel; roughly 15 percent of the defense work force is
employed In SET occupations is opposed to 3 percent of That in
nondefense. Because defense spending is concentrated in high-
technology manufaCturing industries, SET employment projections
show a marked sensitivity to variations in defense spending
despite the latter's small share of GNP. During the 1982-87
period, projected growth in emPlOyment for SET personnel is

vi

4

4

much stronger in defense- than in nonaecense-related activities
By 1987. roughly 4 percept of scientists. 15 percent of engi-
neers, and 7 percent of technicians are projected to be employed
in defense activities, a slight increase over the 3 percent. 12 ,

percent, and 6 percent, respectively, employed in such activities
in 1982. Arming SET 'occupations. defense expenditures have
"their` strangest impact on the engineering work force.

GrOwth in requirements for= SET personnel is projected to
be concentrated in a few industries that are also an important
part of the defense mdu&tnal base. Five industries are projected
to generate about three - darters of the net inc.rease in requirements
for engineetselec:trical mac.hinery, fabricated metals; nonelec-
trical machinery, transportation equipment (including aircraft),
and business services.

.Science employment is projected to increase from 730.000
in 1982 to between 845,000 and 890,000 in 1987, at anannual
growth rate ranging from 3.0 per..ent to 4.1 percent. Regardless
cif scenario, computer systftms analysis is projected to be the
fastest grbwing suience oc...upation as computer applications con-
tinue to proliferate. The rate of employment growth in this
occupation is expected to rirrge from 5.6 percent to 6.7 percent
per year. Among noncomputer-related occupations, social science
will grow fastest, increasing at a projectA annual rate of 2 2
percent to 3.2*percent.

Accordirig to the projections, science employment will
continue to be concentrated in nonmanufacturing industries.
Within the nonmanpfacturingsector, buSiness and miscellaneotre
seryice industries are expected to maintain their importance as
prielary sources of eniploymint demand, together generating
one-third of both the level and the growth of science employment
during the 1982-87 projection period.

Requirements furengineers are projected to incr ase from
1.1 million in 1982 to betw&n,1.3 and 1.4 million in 1987, an
annual growth rate of between 216 percent and 4.5 percent. `Two
engineering fields-- aeronautical/astronautical and electrical/
electronicare projected to grow faster than average. Employment
growth in the former is expected to range from 5.9 percent to
11.1 percent per yam; for the latter, an annual growth rate of
3.9 percent to 5.1 percent. is expected.

Requirements for S/E technicians are projected to increase
from 1.5 million in.1982 to, between 1.6 mdlion and 1.8, million

7,.. indicating an average annual growth in employment
ringing from .4 percent to 3.7 pircent. in response to the
diffusion of computer technologyecomputer programming will
be the fastest growing technician occupation, with annual growth
in employment ranging from 4.3 percent to 5.0 percent. Strong
empPyment growth is also projected for electrical/electrorfic
and ffiedaanical engineering technicians. Employment of the former
is projected to grow in a range of 3.0 percent to 4.0 percent,
paralleling.strong demand for engineers with that specialty; for
the lafteremployment grOwth is projected to range from 2,5
percent to AO percent.

.14:
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policylssues
The National Scienca_Foundation (NSF)

is mandajed by Congress to provide infor-
mation on the availability of the current and
projected need for scientific and technical,
resources in the United States.'This func-
tion includes monitoring operations of the
labor market for scientists, engineers, and
technicians. Although these personnel
constitute less than 5 pertent of the labor
force, they are essential to the high-
technology industries critical to our national
security, general economic growth, and
technological innovation. Major initialiVes
in any of these areas strongly influeltce
the scientific and technical labor market
and are highly dependent on the efficiency
of -this market's functiorling.,t their
outcome.

The concern for improving national
security that led to the defense buildup
undertaken in the early eighties was an
example of such an initiative. As depicted
by the five-year defense plan (FYDP) pro-
posed by the President for fiscal yeat 1983
(FY 1983), this buildup represented the
largest,-planned peacetime increase in
defense spending in U. S. history. Ac-
cording to dvat plan, total obligation
authority (TOA) for defense was scheduled
to increase by $186 billion in nominal terms
between 1982 and 1987, a real increase of
nearly 45 percent.' There has been some

'Data Resources, Inc ''The 1984 Defense Budget Eto-

nomari and Poht Defense Economics Research Report.

Vol III. No 1. Y 1983

concern over the ability of the science,
engineeting, and technician (SET) work
force to accomodate the additional de-
mands being placed on it. this concern
has arisen not only because spending has
been targeted on high - technology pro-
curements and research and development
(R&D) activities that are science and en-
gineering (S/E)-intenive, but also because
the labor market has yet to be affected by'
defense spending decisions implemented
in' the early eighties.

That the defense buildup is taking place
while there is a growing nondefense de-
mand for S /E'Iersonnel further complicates
the issue Even before the increase in
defense expenditures, S/E employment in
industry had begun to outpace growth in
the total work force. The reavins for this
were the strong economic performance of
high-technology industries and the in-
dustrial staffing changes that increased the
utilization of S/E personnel relative to the
number of workers in other occupations.
In addition to industry's need for scieit,sts
and engineers to increase productivity and
to remain competitive internationally,
academia also needs additional S/gf per-
sonnel (particularly engineering and com-
puter science faculty) to fill existing vacan-
cies ancito meet future training needs?

t

objectives.
- Because SET job-skills du highly spe-

claimed and revire lengthy training
periods, the SET labor force cannot easily
adapt to sudden large increases in require-
ments. The question that arises, therefore, is
whether a large, rapid increase in the need
for defense - related personnel. coupled with
growing mistrial and academic require-
ments, wilt make unrealistic adjustment
'demands on the SET labor market. In
undertaking aianalysis of this prpblem,
two objectives were sought: To Rroject
the levels of SET employment that.would
hke)y be needed to meet both defense and
noridefense requirements during the mod
covered by the FY 1983 FYDP; and, to
project supply response to increasing
requirements, identifying the potential
shortfalls that may arise. The shortfalls,
in turn, will serve to hthligi-it general areas
deconcern.3 .

Labor markets accomodate demand and
supply imbalances; thus, it is unlikely that
shortages would be fully manifested in
unfilled joVacancies. Employers make a
variety of adjustments when faced with
shortfalls in labor supply. Some postpone,
or even cancel, proiects or entire programs.

°G. A. Keyworth. Statement before the Committee on
Science and Technology. U.S. Scioto and Technology Under
Budget,Prese Hearings Before the Committee on Science
and Technology. US House of Representatives. 97th
Congas (Washington, D C Supt of Documents. U S.
Government Prinling Office. 1982). ; ;

'This methodology can al best only hint al the more
specialized problems of this labor4tarket that are of policy
concern Such problems include (1) Libor market imbabncts
in subspecialties or emerging fields. (2) the need for ex-
perienced. as opposed to newly trawled, S/E personnel:
(31 the need for young investigators In basic research: or1
(4) Libor market Imbalances arising /torn geographic
segm8ntation.



Alternatively. as observed during the rapid
defense and space buildup of the fifties
and sixties, employers may adapt by downi
grading the quality of the4 worlRforces-1
placing greater reliance on new ,college
graduates in the absence of experienced
personnel, upgrading technicians, or re-
traming.workers from otheuccupations.
Employers may also competeTpr necessary
personnel by bidding up wages. This can
at test whole sec tors of 'the economywoh
(..overnment, industry, and academia cpm-
peting with one another for available
workers. Those industries and sectors that
cannot effectively cumple for essential
ne.r.onnel may suffer-as A consequence.

All of these'adjustments exact very real
cost.. and a relevant policy qbeshon is
whether traditional free market mechanisms
will make appropriate personnel allocations
with minimakclislocationof the economy.
For purposes of this analysis, therefore, a
shortage cannot km defined simply as
'unfilled jot) vacancies,- but rather as "an

inadequate supply of appropriately trained
and experienced personnel."

methodology
Two state-of-the-art simulation models

-"4 were cited in this analysis. Employment
demand through 1987 was projected for
29 SET occupations using the Defense
Interindustry Forecasting System (DIES)

'developed by Data Resources, Incorporated
(DRI). (See technical notes, Defense Inter-

. industry Forecasting System. Employment
Pcolections J. Because projections are
highly dependent on the assumptions
underlying them, fpur scenarios were run
to determine the range of total
requirements, including the relative im-
portance of defense expenditures in deter-
mining SEr employment demand. These

'four scenarios were bastdon assumptions
governing both the level of macroeconomic
activity and the alternative patterns of
defense-expenditure growth,v.

Projected labor market balalieis deter-
mined by comparing estimates of labor
demand and supply. Tile projections Of
S/E supply for this study were dertived

2

'1r
V

from an NSF-sponsored model developed
by Dm. Robert IPauf(enBach. Jack Fiorito.
and Hugh Folk. (See 'technicil notes,"

pauf fenBat hiFioritofFoll1/4 (DFF) Model
Sto k_Flow Model of Science and Efigi-
neering Labo'r Supply.") lite DFE model,
as it will be referred to throughout this
report, provides annual projections of
supply in 21 occupationg by modifying
the previous year's stock of personnel with
flows of new labor force entrants, occu-
pationally mobile experienced workers, and
immigrants.` Each of these flows was
modeled to xespond to changes
ployment across occupations, recognizing.
that vain irorob opportunities elicit
changes in%ailable supply. In total, icur
sets of supply projections were generied
one based on each requirement scenaMp
developed with the D1F System.

. Jai

Methodological
caveats.

his important realize that projections
are not prediCtions, and that,,there are
methodological limitations 4nherent In
simulation mddeling that must be con- .

sideitcl, in evaluating 'the likelihood that
projictions will be'realized.

.0.40

First, the quality of projections depends
on assumptions made about the ex-
ogenous variables that drive simulation.
models. ID this analysis, for example,

I variables defining matroeconomic per-
- formance and defense expendiqWes were
critical to estimating future SET.employ-
ment with the DIFS model. Because neither
the behavior of th..economy nor future
defense 0'04" can be predicted with%
Certainty, this analysis used alternative
scenarios that made allowances for varia-

..tions in performance in these .areas

. I

'The OF t model does not produce supply estimatrtof b/E-
support let hnk sans in....WM. in o.ofifial ifderiong mekhanisms
make it much more duff cult to identif Y the potential kapple
ror theca. occupations. historic and prOmted growth rates
in empittymerit Win be compared an order to identify potential
%haulms in meeting antu mated growth requirements

Second, projecqons from simulation
models are based o relationships among
major economic variables Theserelation-
ships are determined by empirical analyses
of hisioricalA data and define the skructure
of the economy If some occurrence (major
monetary or fiscal policy changes, dramatic
labor mirket,kruptions, prolonged periods
of high inflation, etc ) alters,that,strulre,
models may no longer reflect operations
of the e.conouly Technological change is

Ian example of structural change that could
significantly affect the projection of future'
demand for SET pirsorinel Such change
is incorporated in the EINF System both in
dttterminirig indust;ial Oroduction and in
definink staffing patterns-nithirrindustry
There its some concern, however, that
aumatio in work Place (robotics,
compulePai ect design and manufacture
(CAD /CAM), -etc%) wilraccelerate SET%
employment growth at rates far 1/20 excess
of ,those anticipated by studres generating t
employment projections. Although the pace
of automation has quickened, there is little
Awn to expect dramatic changes in re-
quirelnents for SET personnel over the

'4 short 5yept period being simulated.

organization of
remaining
sqctions

,The main body of this report is divided
into two sections. The first provides an
overview of the DIF System that was used.*
to generate employment projections of SET
personnel It presents pertinent assuhip-
tions underlying the four scenarios chosen
for analysis, and reports total and defense-
related employment requirements through
1987. The second section describes the OFF
labor supply modelopresentt igiormationt,
on the, importance of various components
of S/E labor supply. and provides com-
parisons of demand and'supply projections
to assess potential laboymarket balance.
An assessment of projetited labor market
Eialance for 5/Ex'support technicians is also
presented in this section:.

,

0.
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employmentprojection
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projection
scenarios

Projections are forecasts that are con-
ditional on a vanety-ckalssumptionsathat

I depict economic. institu tonal, and social
condipons. This analysis' was ,therefore
designed not to provide a stgle numeric
estimate of futtire employment require-
ments, but instead to provide a well-defined

ange within which employment growth
is likely to occur during the 1982.87 period.
Two factors were assumed to be major
deterininants of SET employment, based
on their ability to affect thoplevel and pat-
tern of industrial activity: (1) General
performance of the U.S. economy, and
12) the I and distribution of defense
expendit es.

In tot , four projection scenarios were
developed using the DIFS model developed
by DRI. These-so:4*ms were based on
two alternative sets of macroeconomic
assumptions designed to encompass likely

,private sector performance during the
simulation period.' Each of these, in turn,
was combined with two alternative sets of
assumptions about defense spending. The
scenarios were run in September 1982,
with 'the first projection period starting in
the third quarter of that year.

*Uhl spectalues in economic forecasting TheLprojectron
sacrum* used in this analysis were developed in collaboratton
with PRI staff

t

,

9

macroeconomic
assumptions

Low-growth scenarios. Of the two sets
of assumptions underlying the projections,
forecasting the performance of the U.S
economy was more,problematic. The U.S.
economy has been unpredictable since the
lateseventies when concurrent high, rates
of unemployment and inflaqon charac-
terized what came to be callfcl a "stagflated"

I" economy This type of economy formed
the basis of the low-growth (STAG)
scenarios used in the analysis. These
scenarios assumed that a weakened econ-
omy Would characterize the first half of
the projection period, but that the second
half would see a return to long-run growth.
Within the STAG simulations. the infla-
tion rate, es measured by,the consumer
price index (CPI), was sustained at relatively
high levels and averaged over'? percent
per year for the 1982-87 period. Duiing
that time, the unemployment rate averaged
10 percent annually, growing steadily from
the 9-percent level evident in 1982 (chart
1). During the softie period, labor iiroduc-
tivity,, as measuled by output per hour,
grew less than 1 percent annually (chart 1
and appendix tables B-1 to B-4).

The economy in the low-growth sce-
narios was characterized by a steady but
relatively slow expansion. After registering
A decline in 1982, real GM' grew at positive
rtes throughout the remainder of the
simulation period, averaging somewhat less
than 2 percent. Employment in SET occu-

10

4
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potions is highly dependent )mi industrial
performance, %especially within manufac-
tuiing industries. Among the' major de-

.pressantstot SET employment within these
scenarios was the sluggish manner in which
the manufacOing -sector made up for
productjon losses that occurred in 1982.
Ov. er thesimulation period, capacity tili-
zation in manufacturing industries r rely
exceeded 75 percent.

High-growth scenarios. The high eco-
nomic growth (OPTIM) scenario's provided
the upper range of SET employment estit
mates for this study. The first three years
of the simulation period were characterized
by relatiZrely vigorous economic growth;
after which time the simulation was eased
toward long-run growth. Over thieapericid,
it was assumed that the inflationary ex-
pectations developed during the seventies,

'could be broken, and thus th .average
annual growth in the CPI w s estricted
to 5 percent. In contrast to e previous

" scenarios, unemployment dec fined steadily,
'falling to almost 8 percent in later years.
Growth in labor productivity duringthe
two years following 1982 rebounded. to
levels not recorded since the mid-seventies,
then moderated to average 2 percent over
the entire projection period.

In the OPTIM scenarios, real GNP growth
exceeds 4 percent per year, rebounding
from the decline registered in 1982,..80he
end of .1983, these scenarios depict a growth
in induttrial production that more than
compensates for 1982 hisses. On average,
manufacturing industries show the largest
production gain, resulting in projected

3
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. High-deferise ern' dittfre scenarios. The
high - defense, expenditure (HIGH 1 scenarios
used for this analysis assumed" that the
FY 1983 FYDP would be implemented
without changs. According to thiSYDP,
TOAthe toil appropriation needed to
execute the proposed buildupis scheduled
to increase by $186 billion in nominal terms
lAtween 1982 and 1,987, a real increase of
&host 45 percent (table 1), Most of the
spending is aimed at force modernization,
concentrating primarily in the procurement
of new and technologically sciphisticated
weapons s,yitems, as well as in research,
development, and testing evaluation
(RDTStEl budget accounts.6 gy 1983, TOA

A an example the r' 052 and FY 1053 budgets int Jude
large OM red, In major weapon syocenv (tort ha.e. tw the
three brantherot the mplatary Ow; 1 300 new alit (Ai l were
being reoucoea. .1 welt as two Indent .ubmartne Iwo
nudeat }toweled Amer< nearly 140 new ships and Ike

in these two accounts was anticipated to
increase by-36 percent and nfitrclitt,
respectively, dramatically shifting the
composition of the defense budget toward
expenditures that most directly affect SET
employment

Because the actual disbursement of funds
affects industrial produc lion and employ*,
ment, the IYIFS model translates TOA into"'
actual defense outlays as contracts and
expenditures are made Between 1982 and
1987, defen,se'expenditures in the HIGH
scenarios were anticipated to grow at an
8-percent average annual rate in real terms
The annual growth in dense expendivegn
is highest during the 1983-85 period
refleytng the irn patf of p rot. ureineni pro-
gratyls initiated one to two years earlier
(chart 2).' .

Low-defense expenditure scenarios. Low-
defense expenditure (LOW) scenarios con-
strain real growth in defense spending .to
nearly 3 percent during the gado. period.

(
'It Lle....eeral teat to, 10A in lltlKuremvni. I. ate,

tin 4.,oi.u.tuv ha.ed o11 ,1.11%..s ui past elultrtg 15111, n.
only 12 pert 1 U, how% up a. I tr1-year outlay. The
1114441h, la d. WA CPY.1144 t" 014+ t4enetdilVt.tallf

.1V1.4, to) thier Veal's Mkt Jppropruton

Table 1. Summary statistics on the
fiscal year 1983 FiveYear Defense_

Plan: 198i:87

Defense budget

Total obligation authority:
Currentl 983 dollars

(billions] X2,14 3
Constant1983 dollars

(billions) .

Defense outlay
expenditures:

Currept 1983 dollars
(billions}

Constant 1983 dollars
7,1 (billions)

Components of defense
budget (percent!:

Operations and
maintenance ....

Procurement
Military personnel 21 5
Research, development.

and testing
Retirement
to Mary construction

.SOURCE. Dale Resources. Incorporated

HIGH'



Sikh growth would be Ready 2 perce
points below .the recommendations set
the Caktcr Administration in 1980 srodwere
ueemeiPsufficiently.conservative to provide
a lower bbund for this analysis., Under
the LOW scenarios, personnel and retire-
ment accounts Were left at levels proposed

."by the current Administration. reflecting
the infeasibility Of adjusting Iese budget .
accounts downward. The entire difference
in defense-expenditure growth between thee
LOW and HIGH scenarios was, therefore,

.confined to reductions in procurement,
operations and maintenance (O&M), and
RDT&E budget categories.

projected 'range'
of SET

ft

assessing underlying
aggumptions

Since this analysis was begun, severe).
quarters of economic performance and
issuance of thp I'Y 11984 FYDPikleve pro
videclean opportuniiy to assess assumptions

quirements
The AG/LOW-and OPTIM/HIGH

scenarios, efine the maximum range of
emplomen and will form the basis for
the analysis p sented- According to thes4
scenarios._the n iber of Jobs for appro.,
priately tiairted a experienced workers
,in SET occupations 11 increase by 460,000

to 740,000,between 82 and 1987. By
the end of that period,q 'is estimated that
nearly 4 million people wi be tquirild in
these.ljccupations, represen ng about 3.5
percent of total employment.'

Growth in SET requirements expected
to increase by 2 6 percent to 4 percent
4rihually through 1987. significa in
et cess of the 1 0- to 2 4- percent nual

rare .n overall emplii.co731-4
is very much in keeping with the rec
trend characterizing the 1../ S economy
namely, the growing technical sophistica-
tion of the labor force. Two NSF studies
have shown that SET employment growth
has been outpacing that of total employ-
ment in recent years, both in the manu-
facturing and norrimanufatturing indus-
trial seclors.'° This has occurred in tsar t
because of the strong performance of high -
technology industries that are characterized
by work forces witIlitoncentilations

:of SET personnel. But m importantly,
it has occurred because the diffusion of
technology throughout the'econotny has

undeylying the-Emir-scenarios. to tie
half of 1983, the li.S.Aconotriy has shown a
vigorous recovery. Nal GNP has grown 5
percent per year, inflation has held ground,
at a 3-percent annutl increase, the unem-.
ployfnent rate has fallen to 7 8 percent,
and both productivity and industrial pro-
duction are up.° Although an assgesment
of long -run economic performancecinnot
be founded on short-run statistics, ,,a con-
tinuation of the, recovery, even if it were
to moderate, might show,the OPTIM
scenario assumptions to be'slightly- con-
sErvotO. With regafd to the defense
burep, signals are mixed. The 1984

FYDP has reinforced the Administration's
commitment to maintaining the course it
set earliest% During 1983, however, contract
awards were delayed and Congress, in the
face of large Federal deficits, has approved
only a 5-percent real increase in defense
outlays cutting procurement, O&M, and
RDT&E accounts. Therefore, it appears
that defense outlays will fall somewhere
midrange of the two alternatives simulated.
Indications are that deviations in the' two
sefs'of assumptions maybe offsetting, with
likely employment levels still failing within

Nrheotiriginal projected range.

4

.

1, The Rebound o Breaking 6srds But the Stionter it
'is Now the Tougher it will be to Moderate, Business Week, . '
August t, 1983, pp 7.11-30 ,

t $
4
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4,
rebuked in changes in themiffing repire; '
,mentb of industries. Both NSF studies have
found that Menges in staff,94.pattern are
the driving forc'ebePind .E.Teinployment
growth.,4scounting for r8ughly-faitfrifths
of the incteeas& science emplo.ymeritlarid- .

ov9r, At-half of thlt for engineets,and
technicians Changes' 'mite pattern 51c1
level of industrialgrowth..is well as tl ie.

in staffing. aweflected in the WS Model.
and were Tors in determining the re-
quirerrrent -projections

The wider the range of employment
requirements generated in an analysis, the
more difficult it is to* draw meaningful
conclusions. The fol.') scenarios developed
fat this study, however, resulted in a well -"
defined range of projected SET .require-'
ments; never varying by iticot,than 5
percent from the average 1987 projected
value in any of the m'ajor occupational
categories (chart 3). The tsons fora this
are twofold. Fast, only'a stria fraction of
jobs in the economy Tquire highly sr3e,-
tIAWd--13E-T-s-lcrils7-1-a-rg-e-s-wings-
inchlorial production would bejeeded to
generate overall changes in employment
that would result in a wider range of pro-
jected SET requirements. Such swings are

t realistic given recent economic per-
f r mance and the short time horizon being
sr tared. Second. it is, also important to
ma note of the different growth rates
for oductivity that characterize the
scene os. Productiv$, defint
per workerlintreases twice as fast i6" the,.
OPTIM-as it does in the STAG scenarios.
These productivity gains counterbalan'ce,
'the elnployinent impact of the more rapid
industrial expansion found in the fornier,
ultiMately reducing the need for addi-
tional workers. .

!There is no single. accepted set of criteria used to define
this population The demand projections to 410 report are
Estimates of tht niimher of jobs requiring SET skills These.
projections are primarily !hoed on data from the Bureau of
Labor Sidil4i14:4 0 upahon Employment Manstas (01.S1
Survey This establishment survey la»Ille> inclivicituls as.
scientists and engineels'd their job requires a fUlll tional
level comparable to that of 4 4 -yeast university grahre in A
an S /E- related field The funitional level of lechtrians is
assumed to be comparable to that achieved through related
postsecondary school training St ei:tploynten%timatespostsecondary

this surVey ate lowejthan those g rated in
NSF stnyeys because many S/E personnel who
agers, administrators, or professors are not asset, with
an WE held.

.°National Science Foundation, Changing Employment
Patterns of Sc i is. Ensmeees and Tedorteran3 en Mona
fatfuriorgbuiersints 397740 lima] Report, (NSF 82.3311
Washington. D C . October 1982) and Technical Em-

plownell Growth Accelerates in Selected Nonmanufactus-
ing rad us tries, Scietem Resources Stmlies IltshleghtsINSI-
83-3zn (Washington, D C .October 17. 1?831 ,

12 ti

the effect of .
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primary reason for undertakielg this special
study was to assess the'degree to whicill
the SET labor market ccfuld adjust to..rniet
the additional enerated by the
defense buildup that res lied from the
renewed emphasis of national security
begun in the early eighties As originally
planrfed, this buildupcalled for a 45-percent
increase in real defense spending over a
relatively short 5-year period and may
place significant demands on the SET
labor market.

The anticipated effect of defense spend-
ing on the SET labor market is,generated
by the former's targeting on the high-
technology sector that directly or indirectly
supports the production of sophisticated
weapons systems:

A number of recent 4tudies have pre-
sented estimates of the impact of defense
spending on industries and occup4tions.
Models such as MS, that have been used
to estimate defense-induced employment.
corroborate the assumptions that defense
requirements represent a significant frac-
tion of overall employment in high-tech-
nology industries. For example. defense
contracts support nearly one-half of the
employment used to manufacture aircraft
and ships, one-fifth of employment to
produce electrical machinery and equip.
ment, and one-sixth of the employment
needed to make scientific and control
equipment, Moreover, within these in-
..dusttiesnrZwth rates of defense-related
employ are highly sensitive to defense
spending levels.

Durable-goods manufacturing industries,
such as those just mentioned, staff large
numbers of scientists, engineers, and tech-
nicians within their work forces. The tar-
geting of defense expenditures on these
industries is the major reason why nearly
10 percent of the SET labor market is
employed in defense-related activities. The
importance of SET personnel to the defense
industrial base is reflected in the share of
its work forces employing these skillsSET
personnel comprise over 15 percent of
defense work forces, a shore significantly
higher than the 3 percent found in non-
defense employment. The occupational
composition of SET "Work forces engaged
in defense- end nondefense-related activities
Asti' differs in response to variations in
concentration within Manufacturing in-
dustries, with defense employment much
more geared to en§ineering professions
(chart 4).
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In 1982, about 3 percent of scientists,
12 percent of engineers, and to percent of
technicians were employed in defense-
related activities. Qn average across the
four scenarios. these proportions are pro
jetted to rise somewhat to 4 percent, 15



percent, and 7 percent, respectively, by
1987 (Chart 5 and appndix tables B-5 to
B-8) Requirements inteveraloccupations,
howeyer, appear to-be relatively more
sensitive to defense-related activities than
macroeconomic performance and can be
expected to be essential in implementing
proposed defense programs. About one-
half of all aeronautical/astronautical en-
gineers were employed in defense-related
activities in 1982, andby 1987 the pro-
portion is projected to 'rise to almost 60
percent. The sIndie of electrical/electronic

'engineers in defense employment is pro-
jected to rise from 13 percent to 15percent
by 1987, mecbaniCal engineers from 9
percent to 12 percent, and mechanical
engineering technicians from 18 percent
to 22 percent`,

Although the defense share of employ-
ment is relatively small in most SET occu-
pations, those occupations wiike largest
share of defense requirements tend to be
the ones that either demand highly spe-
cialized skills or are fields that urrently
or recently have undergone s ortfalls in
supply: In each of these fiel s, as is the
case across all SET occupational categories,
projected growth in defense employment
far exceeds that in nondefense employment
(table 23. Thus, defense expenditures not
only contribute significantly to the current
levels of SET employment:but dn-alto
be expected to contribute disproportionately
to its growth over the projection period.

total prOjected
requirements for
scientists,
engineers, and
technicians,
1982-87

(

The foregoing discussion highlights the
anticipated importance of defense spend-
ing during the 1982-87 period: Although
defense-related activities are expected' to
represent a significant proportion of total
SET requirements, the majority of such
reqiiirements, nonetheless, will continue
to be in nondefense activities Therefore,

14
, 7
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Table 2, Projected growth rates of
defense and nondefense employment
in major SET occupations: 1982-87

(Percent).

Occupation

STAG/LOW OPTIM/HIGH

Defense
employ-

ment

Non-
defense
employ-

moot

Defense
employ

ment

Non-
defense
mploy-

ment

Total
scientists . 6.1 2.9 9.2 3.9

Chemists 4 0 1 4 5 5 2 4
Computer

systems .
analysts 8.9 5.4 12 3 6 4

Life and phys-
ical. n e c 5 1 - 1 3 9 5 2.4

Mathematical 3 1 2 1 7 8 3 3
Physicists 3 4 1.2 7.9 2.6

Total
engineers 61 2 1 10 2 3 6

Aeronautical/
astronautical 8 5 2 7 14 1 7 3

Electrical/
electronic 6 4 3 5 9 0 4 $

Industrial 5 0 16 9 0 3 0
Mechanical . 5 4 1 7 9.5 3.5

Total
technicians 5.0 2 2

....._

8.0 14

Computer
programmers 61 4.2 8.4 4.8

Electrical/
electronic
engineering , 5.7 2.7 8.4 3.6

Industrial
engineering 4,0 1 6 8.1 3.2

Mechanical
engineering 5.2 1.8 10.1 3.7

NOTE S TAG /LOW indicates low-economic grOvalliew-
detense expenditure scenario, OPTIM/HIGH
indicates high-economic growth/lugh-delesise
expenditure scenario

SOURCE National SCrenbe Foundation

any assessment of the adequacy of per-
sonnel to meet defense requirements must
be undertaken in the context of the total
needs of the economy.

.

scientists

*

Over the period being analyzed, slightly
more than one -fifth of the SET work force
will be employed in jobs that require a skill
level equivalent to that obtained through
a university degrte in a science-related

8

field." Employment requirements in these
os.s.upations are projected to increase within
a range of. 3.0 percent to 4.1 percent per
year between 1982 and 1987, indicating a
moderation of the 8.7-percent average
annual growth rate that occurred between

"The Occupationat Employment survey IDES; assigns
occupation by primary work activity This results in an
underestimation of 5,'E employmewm academia since
individuals whose mater responsibility., is teaching are
calegotized in 4 general occupation of professor. and not in
their S. E docmlove Because ot the relative imporiame of
academia as a source of employment, the undercount should be
more significant for scientists than engineers and would
Vary at MSS cbsciplsnes Using NSF data on type of employer
and the proportion of [acuity spending it than one-half
their time in R&D acultmes rough estimates of undercounts in
various fields can be determined For physical scientists the
andetcount of requirements may be as high as 12 percent.
mathematical scientists 20 percent lite scientists 24 percent
wv. pal %minims 24 percent and engineers I percent National
Science foundation U 5 Scrermses Jerd Engineers 1980
lartatted Statistical Tables) (NSF 32-3141 'Washington
D C 1082, and L'verat Inc Research Airrroparrorr and
Other Characrerisucs ot Recent Science and Engineering
Faculty oi I Contract No SRS702087o )Rockville
ltd N4 ay 10811

t

a

1977 and 1982 (table .3) 12 By 1987, em-
ployment in these occupations is anticipated
to reach 845.000 to 890,000, implying a
net addition of 120,000 to 160,000 jobs
over the 5-year period being analyzed.

In comparing the four macroeconomic/
defense-expenditure scenarios, projected
requirements in science occupations demon-
strated little sensitivity to the differences
between defense-expenditure alternatives
used, but substantial sensitiv. to varia-
tion's in the general per mance of the
U S. economy. The reason is that the
majority of stience jobs are concentrate
in nonmanufacturik industriei which a
not themselves major recipients of defense
contracts and awards. Among these in-
dustries, the projections show that business
and miscellaneous service industries can'
be expected to continue as the primary
sources of employment demand fdr these
fields, together they generateyne-third of

"The 10774: growth ratestor SET employment reported
throughout the le. t are based on data from the Bureau of
Labor Statism, Curren Fopulanon Survey ICPSI

,

4,
Table 3. Projected employment in science occupations; 1982-87

in thousands(

Occupation 1982
employment

Projected employment

STAG/LOW OPTIM HIGH

1987
employment

Annual growth
rate (percent)

1987
employment

Annual growth
rate (percent)

Total scientists 727 843 3.0 888 4.1

Agricultural 17 17 .1 18 1.4
Biologists 55 59 1.4 62 2.4

Chemists 91 98 1.5 103 2.5

Computer systems analysts 219 287 5.6 303 6.7
Geologists

-
43 '48 2.3 48 2.3

Life and physical, n.e.c .... 28 30 1.3 31 2.5
, Mathematical .. .... 51 57 2.2 61 3.5

Physicists 21 22 1.4 24

Social 202 225 2.2 237 33.t

Economists 30 35 < 28 38 3.6
Psychologists
Sociologists

90
9

100
10

.
i

2.1

1.7

108
11

3.2
2.8

Social. ri.e.c 72 79 1.9 84 3.0

Is
NOTES. Because 01 rounding. copponents may not correspond to totals

growtrplow-defense expenditure scenario, OPTIM /HIGH indicates high-economic growth /high- defense
expenditure scenario.

SOURCE: National Science foundation

STAG/LOW Indicates tow - economic

e

15 e
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both the level and grow1rd science em-
ployment over the projection period (table
4 ) The business service industry is com-
prised of a variety of establishments Whose
work forces contain large concentrations
of SET personnel: R&D laboratories;
management consultirig and commercial
testing firms, and computer and data
processing establishments. The majority
of science employment in the miscellaneous
service industry is also concentrated in
establishments with technically sophisti-
cated work forces scientific, engineering,
and surveying service establishments, as
well as nonprofit educational, scientific,
and research organizations.

By 1987, the majority of science em-
ployment is projected' to be concentrated
in three occupations computer systems
analysts, psychologists, and chemists
(chart o) The importance of the computer
systems analyst occupation in determining
projected requirements is also reflected in
its contribution to the growth of science
occupations over the analysis period, ac-
counting for over half the total increase in
requirements -

Computer systems analysts. The domr-
nant force behind employment growth in
science occupations over the past decade

r

has been the rapid diffusion of computer
technology both in business and in S/E
applications. AlthSugh it was not until the
1970 decennial census t;tat this job category
became sufficiently large to become a part
of data collection efforts, by 1987 the
projection scenarios estimate that 290,000
to 395,000 people will be required to
perform this job function. Roughly half
these personnel are expected to be employed
in business services (25 percent), finance,
insuranc4ind real estate (12 percent), and
the wholesale and retail trade industries
(12 percent.

Growth in this occupation will not be
confined to industries that are major em-
ployers, however. Decreasing costs, re-
ductions in size, and expanding applications

,have made the computer adaptable to a
wide variety of employment environments
with the result that most industries are
expected to staff higher content ns of
people -with these skills. As esult,
between 1982 and 1987, projected em-
ployment for computer systems analysts
is expected 'to increase by 5 b percent to
6 7 percent per year, a rate almost three
times as rapid as those in other major fields
of science. Such growth will create an
additional 70,000 to 85,000 job oppor-
tunities over that 5-year period.

Table 4. Majcir industries determining projected level
and growth in science employment: 1982-87

Industry

' 1982

' em-
I:do/-
ment
level

(thou-
sands)

STAG/LOW ItIM/1-11611
z

Employmerit
1987

Growth
1982-87

EmploYment
1987

Growth
1982-87

Level
(thou-

Sands)

Distr.'.
button

(per-
cent)

Annual
growth

rate
(per-
cent)

Share
of

growth
(per-
cent)

Level
(thou-

Sands)

Distri-
bution
(per-
cent)

Annual
growth

rate
(per-
cent)

Share
of

growth
(per-
cent)

Total maior industries

Business services
.7.hernicals
Finance, insurance. and

real estate .
Wining
FAiscellaneousservices
Nholetale and retail trade

All other Industries ....I

402 470 56 3.2 61 491 .55 4.1 55

119

. 52

52
29

118
32

148
57

T

16a-
32

130
38

18
7

*....
OF- 8

4
15
4

4.4
1.9

4.4
2.3
1,9
3.7

25
5

11

3
11

6

157
58

65
32

138
41

18
6

7

4
16
5

55
2.5

4.6
1.7
3.0
5.2

23
4

8
2

12

6

324 373 44 2.8 39 397 45 4,1 45

NOTE STAGiLOW indicates irneconomic 9/$)..411f/tow-defense expenditure scenario, OPTiM,HIGH indicates Nun-
economic growth/high-defense expenclitire scenario

SOURCE National Science Foundation
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Expanding job opportunities in this
occupation will draw on S/E personnel
from other fields, to some extent masking
the need for personnel with other training.
In a science environment, most employers
require systems analysts to have a strong
foundation in physical sciences, mathe-
matics, or engineering; in business en-
vironments, knowledge of economics,

9



accounting, or business management is
of ten considered important." Over the
wars, it has become increasingly difficult
to draw the line between computer science
itself and use of the computer as a tool in
various other disciplines. It is because of
the flexibility of the SIE work force in
meeting the need fur computer related
skills, however, that this occupation has
been able to grow so rapidly.

Social scientists. Requirements in social
science occupations are projected to provide
between 225,000 and 235,000 jobs in 1987.
These estimates may, in fact, understate
employment needs. in ,th is occupational
category since significant numbers of social
scientists are employed. in academia. To

. the. extent these individuals state teaching
as a primary work activity, they will not
be associated with their basic area of study
by the data base used to predict occupa-
tional staffing assignments. Outside of
academic employment, however, over half
of all social scientists work in the non-
manu facturing industries, primarily in
miscellaneous services (3.3 percent), busi-
ness services (11 percent): and finance,
insurance, and real estate (7 percent).

Projected growth in, social science re-
quirements is among the fastest of the
noncomputer-related science fields, with
the average annual gro th rate ranging
from 2.2 percent to 3. ercent. This
growth is distributed re atively evenly
across industries indicating that industrial
expansionnot changes in the patterns of
Staffing within work forcesis generating
most of the projected increase in requilt-
ments fev. these workers. In total, between
1982 an an additional 25,000 to
35,000 jobs are anticipated to be created
because of growth in requirements.

Two occupational subcategories dom-
inate social science employment. psycholo-
gists (43 percent), and economists (13
percent). Employment requirements for
both these occupations are expected to
increase at an annual rate of over 3 percent
during the projection period. This suggests
a continuation of the growing tendency
of government and industry to use indi-
viduals with these skills as consultants.
Psychologists can be expected to benefit

"Dep.artment of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occu-
pational Outlook Handbook 1982-83 Edition, Bulletin 2200.
April 1982 and Occupational Protections and Training Dana
1982 Maton, Bulletin 2202 (washington. D.C.. Supt. of Doc-
uments. U S Government PrintingOffice. December 19521
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from sustained emphasis of human re-
sources development, health maintenance,
and program evaluation in such fields as
consumer protection, health, education, etc.
They can also expect to be increasingly
called on to analyze the spsychokical
impact of technological change." Econo-
mists, on the other hand, can anticipate
'an expanding role within industry by
applying their theories and statistical tech-
nklues in areas essential to business man-
agemen Vdecisions: marketing, pricing,
international finance, and forecasting.

Physical scientists. Because of its increas-
ing utilization in industry and relatively
strong ties to increases in defense exPendi-
tures, physics is the fastest growing of
the physical science occupations with a.
projected average annual growth in re-
quirements,of 1.4 percent to 3.0 percent_
The majority of this growth will be con-
centrated in tree fast-growing durable-
goods manufacturing industriesfabricated
metals, machinery, and transportation
equipment. The number of chemists, whose
emilbytnent is closely linked to the chem.,
ical manufacturing industry, is expected
to increase at a rate of 1.5 percent to 2 5
percent per year. Growth in requirements
for geologists Is projected to lie within the
-same range, primarily resulting from in-
creased needs of the mining and business
service industries. In total, the new growth
in these three physical science occupations
is expected to result in 15,000 to 2 ,000
additional jobs between 1982 and 87

Mathematical scientists. Mathe atical
science is also projected to be among the
fastest growing of the noncomputer science
fields. From 194.to 1987, requirements
in this occupation are expected to increase
frpm. 2.2 percent to 3.5 percent per year,
'resulting in 5,000 to 10,000 job o por-
tunities. Similar to physicists, this
pation is Sensitive to defense-expenditu
assumptions because of its presence in
durable -goods industries at tend to re-
ceiveceive large awards from mi itary procure-
ment and RDT&E accoun s.

Life scientists. The agricultural and
biological science occupations show the
smallest projected increase in science
requirements. Of these two occupations,
agricultural scientists are projected to grow
the slowest, barely keeping pace with

u-

"Department of Libor. Occupational Outlook Hand-
book, ibid.

average growth in overall employment.
Biological scientists are expected to grow
at twice that rate, nonetheless, this growth
will fall below that indicated for other
science fields. In 1987, combined require-
ments in these occupations is expected to
range from 75,000 to 80,000, yielding 5,000
to 10,000 additional job opportunities.

engineers
Despite the. slos4down in economic

growth that began in 1979, severe shortages
in many engineering fields persisted as late
as 1981. primarily because of the rapid
growth in 5/E employment within private
industry. While the supply /demand situ-
ation had moved to balance by mid-1933,
the rapid growth of the GNP in that year,
the anticipated acceleration of technological .

change, and the large increases in defense
spending have generated concern about
the adequacy of the future supply of engi-
neering personnel to- meet the expected
growth in reqqirements."

According to the projections developed
for this analysis, requirements in these
occupations are prOjected to grow between
2.6 percent and 4.5 percent per yeay be-
tween 1982 and 1987 (table 5), Assuming
that the recovery will continue and defense
spending will remain high, the actual
growth rate achieved should be toward
the top of that range. There would appear
to be, therefore, little indication that growth -
in demand would fall off appreciably from
the 4.7-percent annual growth in employ-
ment that was recorded over the 1977-82
period. By 1987, requirements in there .

occupations are expected to range from
1,295,000 to 1,425,000, implying a net
addition of 155,000 to 285,000 jobs.

The concentration of engineers in ex.
parading, high-technology industries is the
key factor underlying the inticipated strong
growth of requirements in these occupa-A,
tions. The nonmanufacturing busine
service industry, which has a SET-intensive

"National Science Foundation. "Industry Reports Short
ages of Scientists and Engineers Down Substantially From
1982 to 1983. Science Resources States Highlights (Wash
ington. D C.. February 17, 1984 ) That actual reductions
in SET employment did not appear earlier than 1982 could
have been. in part, the result of personnel policies Anecdotal
evidence suggests that, in anticipation of future needs.
employers are adverse to releasing skilled workers during a
recession Such employment practices would sustain SET
employment during economic slowdowns, providing an
artificial floor for requirements.
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Table 5. Projected employment in engineering occupdtIons: 198247

(In thousandal

OccupShon

Total engineers ...

AeronauticaWkstronautscal , .

Chemical',
Cwn
Efectr mai/electronic
Industrial .
Mechanical
Metallurgical
Mining/petrolputh

iirineers, n e c.

1982
employment

Projected employment

STAG/LOW OPTIM/HIGH

1987
employment

Annual growth
rate (percent)

1987
employment

Annual growth
rate (percent I

1.139 1.296 2.6 1.423 4.5

64 86 5.9 109 11.1

53 57 1.6 61 2.7
163. 5 1.3 189 2.9

,327 396 3.9 421 $.1
109 120 2.0 131 3.6
202 224 2.1 - 248 4.1

15 16 1.9 18 4,4
28 32 28 32 2,7

177 190 1.4 214 3,8

NcijES Because or rounding, components may not correspond to
growth low-defense expenditure scenario, 4PIIM,HiGh in
expenditure Icenaro

SOURCE National Science Foundation

work force: is projected to be the largest
industrial employer of engineers by 1987,
representing one-sixth of total requirements
and an equivalent share pf growth over
the 1982-87 period (table o). Most of the
remaining engineers are expected to be
employed within durable-goods manu-
facturing industries, including electrical and
nonelectrical machinery, fabricated metals,

tats S TAG, LOW indicates low-economic
tes high-economic grbwth, high-defense

transportation equipment, etc. Some of the
anticipated increase for engineers within
these industries will be derived from general
employment expansion as production is
increased to meet both defense and private
sector needs. A significant share of new
job opportunities, however, is expected to
result from changes in staffing require-
ments resulting fromsuch factors as tech-

Table 6. Major industries determining projected level
and growth in engineering employment

k i

:,

Industry

1982
em-

- ploy-

STAG/LOW OPTIM /HIGH

Employment
1987

Growth
1982-87

Employment
1987

Growth
1982.87

ment
, level

(thou-
sands)

Level
(thou-

sands)

Distri-
button

(per-
Cent)

Annual
growth

rate
(per-
cent)

Share
of

growth
(per-
cent)

Level
(thou-

sands)

Distri-
button
(per-
cent)

Annual
growth

rate
(per-
cent)

Share
of

growth
(per-
cent)

Tota ajor industnei

Business erviCes
:::ommurt Lions
::onstru ion
EleCir. I machinery te

scaled metals .. ! .......
Chinery. except eleCtriCal .

rransportatiOnequipment ...
All other industries

707 831 64 3.3 82 925 65 5.5 77

189
43
48

153
82

112
# 80

217
48
45

188

106
142
85

17

4
3

14

8
11

7

2.8
2.5
-.3
4.2
5.2
4.8
1.4'

18
4-

22
15
19

4

bn
51
53

210
127
136
119

16
4
4

15
9
9
8

3.9
3.5
1.7
6.3
9.0
3.9
8.2

14

3
2

.20
16
8

14

429 465 38 1.6 18 ,,498 35 3.t 23

NOTE STAG /LOW indicates low-economic growth /low- defense expenditure scenario, OP/NA/HIGH indicates high-
economic growtanegn-defense expenditure scenario.

SOURCE National Science Foundation
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t

nological change and greater emphasis on
productivity, quality control, and cost
efficiency. These factors will lead to rela-
tively more jobs for engineers within
ind 6strial work forces."

In 1987, approximately half of all engi-
neering requirements will be in either
electrical/electronic or mechanical su b-
speciilties (chart 7) Combined, these two
occupations are projected to account for

"National 5( ware Foundation, Changing Employment
Patterns cr f St-rentals, Engineers, artel*nsaans. in Manu-
facturing Industries 192740, op de
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over one-half the growth in engineering
requirements between 1082-87 A third
occupation which is highly sensitive to
growth in defense spending is aeronautical/
astronautical engineering Although this
occupation represented less than 6 percent
of 1082 engineering employment, it is
expected to account for nearly 14 percent
of itc growth over the Absequent 5-year
period.

Electrical/electronic engineers. This
occupation is the largest of the engineer-
ing specialties and. in 1487, is anticipated
to provide between 395.000 and 420,000
job op unities The electrical machinery
industr is t major employer of electrical,'
electronic engineers; but significant num-
erg of these personnel are also employedb,...

in business se/vice. nonelectrical machinery,
precision instruments: and communicitions
industries

This occupation is projected to be one
I' of the fastest growing engineering fields.

and shows a marked sensitivity to defense-
expenditure assumptions R uirements are
expected to increase withi the range of
39 percent to 5.1 percent er year over
.the analysis period indicating a likely
increase utter ,the 4.1-percent annual rate
of employment growth recorded over the
preceding 3-year period In total, it is
projected that there will be 70,000 to 95,000
additional jobs in this occupation between
1082 and 1087 Nearly one-half of the
new jobs are expected to be concentrat
in electrical and nonelectrical machinery
industries. the business service and com-
munications industries are projected to
provide a significant' share of Those
remaining.

Cher the past several years, electrical/
electronic engineering has been considered a
potential shortage field, with demand
exceeding the acailable supply of personnel.
Alternative projections were compared
to the ones reported here to determine
the degree of consensus ,surrounding
anticipated employment growth in this
occupation

in 1983. the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) developed employment forecasts
over the 1983-95 period as part of its
medium -term occupational projection
program. Using its own macroeconomic'
model and assumptions regarding social,
political and economic development, an
annual range. of employment growth of
roughly 4.5 percent was projected. The
BLS projection scenarios assumed stronger

economic growth in the period prior to
1990. Thus, the rate of increase of elec-
trical/electronic engineers anticipated by
BLS lies within, but at the high end of the
range projected in this analysis."

In 1980, the American Electronics
Association (AEA) conducted an employer
survey of 814 member firms requesting
projictions of requirements for these per-
sonnel through 1985. In "Technical Em-
ployment Projections of Professionals and
Paraprofessionals," the AEA reported
extrapolation,s of their survey results to
the entire economy estimating a 12-percent
annual rate of employment growth for
electricalielectronic engineers (more than
double that under the OPTIM/HIGH
scenario), Employer projections are most
accurate when based on orders and con-
tracts in hand, generally for periods up to
one year. Over longer periods, company
plans tend to prod u e upwardly biased
estimates of total empl ent for a variety
of reasons4'hese include overly optimistic
evaluations of future industry sales and
company performance (especially during
times of rapid growth), and the.inability
of individual companies to take account of
the zero-sum adjustments that govern in-
dustry 'performance (within an industry,
one company's gains are always at the
expense of another).

Mechanical engineers. Mechanical
engineering is the second largest engineer-
ng specialty: By 1987, requirements for
personnel with such skills are expected to
range from 225,000 to 250.000. Employ-
ment of these engineers is distributed across
a broad spectrum of industries. The non-
electrical machinery and business service
industries are the largest employers. Sig-
nificant numbers of these personnel,
however, can also be found in electrical
machinery, fabricated 'metal, transportatiOn
equipment, and construction industries.

The broad industrial base providing job
opportunities in this field generates an
employment response across scenarios that
is equally as sensitive to macroeconomic
as it is to defense-expenditure assumptions.
Between 1982 and 1987, the annual rate
of growth in requirements for mechanical
engineers is expected to range from 2.1
percent to 4.1 percent, generating a net
increase of 20,000 to 45,000 job oppor-
tunities. This growth, if actualized, would
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represent an acceleration of the 2,0-percent
annual growth rate in mechanical engineer-
ing employment recorded over the 1977-82
period. Growth in requirements reflect
anticipated expansion of the machine tool
industry, as well as changes in staffing
patterns throughout the economy that
reflect the need for additional personnel
to:operate increasingly complex industrial
equipment.

Aeronautical/astronautical engineers.
This occupation is highly specialized and
plays an important role in industries in-
volved in defense aircraft and missile
systems, commercial aviation, and space
exploration. Employment in tills occupation
is 'highly sensitive to defense programs
and. becaute ofithese progr4ms; is expected .

to be the most rapidly growing engineer-
ing specialty over the next five years. By
1987, requirements in this occupation are
expected to range between 85,000 and
110,000. The annual rate of growth, rang-
ing from 5.9 percent to 11.1 pe cent, is
anticipated to generate an add' oval 20,000
to 45,000 jobs in this mid over the
1982-87 period.

Other engineers. Employment IA the
remaining engineering specialtiescivil,
industrial, chemicals, metallurgical, and
mining/petroleumis projected to grow
faster than that of the overall work forces
between 1982 and 1987. Taken indi-
vidually. however, these occupations do
not contribute siinificantly to the projected
growth in engineering job opportunities.

In 1987. combined requirements in civil
and industrial engineering occupations are
projected to range between 295,000 and
320,000. Growth in requirements for these
two occupations between 1982 and 1987
is expected to be limited by the industrial
composition of these two work forces. In
the Lase of civil engineering, major em-
ployment sectorsGovernment and the
construction industryare not expected to
generate the expansion needed to sustain
prior levels of employment growth. As
for industrial engineering, the wide dis.
persion of this field's employment 'across
industries reduces the ability of any one
in particular to accelerate employment
demand. A ombined net increase of 23,000
to 55,000 jobs is anticipated for these
occupations between 1982 and 1987.

Chemical, metallurgical and mining/
petroleum engineering occupations
represent relatively few SET personnel,
and, together are only projected to provide
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between 105,000 and 110,000 job oppor-
tunities in 1987. Over the 5-year projection

J.-
period, it is anticipated that the net growth
in requirements in these specialties will
range from 10,000' to 15,000.

technicians
M the data show, growth in demand

for engineers and computer systems ana-
lysts has been closely paralleled by growth
in requirements for technician personnel:
These workers serve several important
functions within the SET labor market.

' First, they provide highly specialized
, technical support to S/E personnel across

the full spectium of activities, including
not only production, but also research and
development. Second, technicians have, in
the past, served an important role as an
employment buffer when the supply of 4
related S/E workers was inadequate to
meet demand.

-Over the past decade, however, this labor
market has been coming into its own. The
increasing technological complexity of
industrial and research equipment is open-
ing up many new job opportunities, and,
at these time is requiring the acquisition
of more specialized skills. The knowledge
content of technician jobs has increased
to the point where some degree of formal
training is becoming the rule not the
exception. Moreover, some technician
occupations, such as computer program-
ming and en neering technology, are
requiring 4-y ar university or apprentice-
ship progra .s.- The more rapid the job
growth and t ehlore specialized the train-
ing, the mot inflexible is the supply of
necessary personnel. For these reasons,
the adequacy of the supply of personnel
in these occupations has become an area
of concern.

According to the projection scenarios,
requirements for technicians are anticipated
to reach 1,650,000 to 1,760,000 by 1987
(table 7). The business service industry,
the major employer of S/E personnel,
employs the largest share of these workers,
providing one-fifth of technician job Op-
portunities. Outside of this industry,
however, employment of these personnel
is widely dispersed across nonmanufactur-
ing and manufacturing industries alike
(table8).

The dispersion of technician employment
thoughout the economy makes the demand
for these personnel responsive to both sets

I

Table 7. Projected employment in tei bhnician occupations: 1982-87

(In thousands)

Occupation 1982
employment

Projected employment

STAG/LOWI OPTIWHIGH

1987
employment

Annual growth
rate (percent)

1987
employment

Annual gr
rate (percent)

Total technicians

'Computer programmers
Drafters
Electrical/electronic

engineering
Industrial engineering ..
Mechanical engineering
Science/engineering. n.e.c.

1,466 1.649 2.4 1.760 3.7

i.
235
312

e 345
30
45

498

290
338

400
33
50

536 1

4.3
1.6

30
1.8
2.5
1.5

300
368

421
37
57

576

. 5.0
3.3/
4.0
3.6
5.0
2.9

I
NOTES Because of rounding. components may not correspond to totals STAGE LOW indicates low-economic

growthilowdefense expenditure. scenario. OPTIMMIGFI indicates high-economic groyne/high-defense
expenditure scenario.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation
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Table 8. Major industries determining projected level
and growth in technician employment

^ z.

r

Industry

1982
em-

Ploy-
nil

' level
(thou

sands)

STAG/LOW OPTIM/HIGH

Employment
1987

Growth
1982-67.

Employment .
1987

Growth
982.87

.

Level
(thou-

sands)

Distri.
bution

(per-
cent)

Annual
growth

rate
(per-
cent)

Share
of

growth
(per-
genii

Level
(thou-

sands)..--eent)

DIstriL
button

(per-

Annual*
orowih

rate
(per-

-* cent),

Share
of

growth
(per-
cent)

Total major industries

Business services
::hemlOals
::oinmunications
Electrical machinery . , ...
Fabricated metals
kolachinery. except electrical
kiliscellaneousservices
Nholesale arid refailfrade

All other industries

905 1.054 63 3.1 82 1.109 63 4.1 69

320
48
50

112'
44

123
89

119

375
52-
54

136
49

155
102

131

23
3
3
8
3
9
6
8

3.2
1.6
1.4
4.7
2.3
3.9
2.6
1.9

30,
2--
2

18
3

13
7

7

396
53
55

152
59

146
108

140

22

3
3,

9
3
8
6

. 8

4.4
1.9

4 1.9
. 3.4

5.9
6.2
3.7
3.4

26
` 2

2

8
_,-: 5

13
6

,.7

a 561 595 37 1.2 18 652 ''''''.87 V 34.
.

.."744.

NOTE STAG/LOIN indicates low-economic growth/low-defense expenditure scenario, °PURA, miGH, indicateo high.
economic growth /high- defense exPendliure scenario. .:

SOURCE: National Science Foundation

of assumptions underlying this analysis.
general performance of the U.S. economy,
as well as the level of defense expenditures.
Between 1982 and 1987. requirements for
these personnel are projected to increase
within a range of 2.4 percent to .3.7 percent
per year, a rate far in excess of total
employment growth throughout the
economy. Over the 5-year period, this

5.,
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growth implies a net addition of 185,000 .
to 295,000 joh opportunities. The fast-.
growing business service industry is pro-
jected to provide the majority of employ-
ment growth in these occupations. A sig-
nificant, but some-Mat smaller share of
new job openings.it expected to be con-
centrated in the electrical and nonelectrical
machinery industries. t
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Computer programmers. Computer
programming is projected to be one of the
fostest growing of tecknician occupations.
Responding to the increasing use of the
computer both in business and in S/E
applications, this occupation is expected
to represent more thatt one-sixth of techni-
cian requirements by 1987 (chart 8). Irothat
year, the projections indicate a level of
requirements ranging from 290,000 tp
300,000. The thajority of these requirements
will be in nonmanufac luring industries such_
as business services, finance, insiums_e
and real estate, miscellaneous servIces, and

-.wholesale and retail trade. Within the

Electrical/
electronic

engineering
24%

Electrical/
electronic

engineering

j4

manufacturing sector most of the require-
ments will be fourrO in ihiclurable-goods
electrical and nonelectrical mac'hinety
industries.

In the five years preceding 1982, the
employment of computer programmers
grew at an unprecedented rate of 13 percent
per year. Occupational analysts.have an-
ticipated, however, that while employment
growth in this occupation should remain
strong, it nonetheless should moderate. This
evajuation is based on the net effect of
two treSdsthe increasing-ineed for pro-
grammers as more industrial job functions
are automated, and the reduction in require-
merits engendered by improyellnents in
applications software that have made the

,comliater accessible to other personifel.18
In keeping with these expectations,

grOvyth in requirements for computer pro-
grammers is projected to range from 4 3
percent to 5 0 percent per year betweeen
1982 and 1987, opening up an additional
55,000 to 65,-000 Jobs. Almost one-half of
this employment growth is expected to be
generated by business and miscellaneous
service industries, primarily in R&D lab-
oratories and establishments providing
computer prom/ming, management. and
accounting serRties. Most of the remain-
irk new job openings are expected to be
found in the manufacturing sector, par-
ticularly in industries producing electrical
machinery, nonelectrical machinery, and
transportation equipment.

Drafters. Draftersiaccourit for roughly
one-fifth of technician employiiierat, pro-
viding assistance across a wide range of
engineering apd architectural specialties.
These personiel are generally well - versed
in mathematics, physical sciences, aid
manufacturing methods. By 1987, require-
ments for these workers are projected to
range from 340,000 to 370,000. Most
Miffing job opportunities are expected to
be found in the miscellaneous service
industry, primarily in scientific, engineer-
ing, and surveying service establishments.
A significant share of the remaining jobs
is projected to be concentrated in large
durable-goods manufacturing industries,
including electrical and nonelectrical
machinery and fabricated metal products

The rate of employment growth in this
occupation is projected to range from 1 6
percent to 3.3 percent per year °ye/ the

"Department of Labor. Occorrarrorral Onilook Handbook.
op. tn.

1982187 Oriod Duni% that time. an
additional 25,000 to 55,900 drafting jobs
-are expected to open. Mitst of this prcijected
growth in requirements will be concentrated
within the business service industry, as
well as in durable-goods manufacturing
industries producing electrical and
nonelectrical machinery.

Industrial growth and the increasing
complexity of industrial design problems
can be expected to cuntrihute to sustain-
ing growth in this field. It is believed,
however, that new technologies such as
computer-aided design and manufacture
4(CAD/CAM} may reduce the heed for such "'I.

personnel. If this be .the case, growtri- .

rakes lower than those projected may
actually occur.

/E technicians.. The majority of tech-
nicians are employed in a variety of .
subspecialties. ElectricalAlectronic engi-
neering, mechanical engineering, industrial
engineering, and SIE_techrocians, n e
By 1987, requirements in these occupa-
tions are projected to reach 1,020,000 to

-.4,090,000 The mat illy of these workers
are expected to be em toyed as electrical/
electronic engineering technicians, or in
the larger category, S1E technicians, n.e.c..
that includes specialties in aeronautics,
agriculture, biology, instrumentNion,
mathematics, meteorology. etc. In ga-ieral,
he employment environment of these
technicians mirrors that of their 5/0-
occupational counterparts with large
numbers working in R&D laboratories and
in major durable-gouds manufacturing
industries (electrical and nonelectrical
machintry, chemicals, transportation
equipment etc.). A notable exception is
the higheri.oncentratwn of thew workers
in trade industries to 'perform sales and
customer-related service functions.

Between 1982 and 1987. requireonts
in these occupations are anticipated to
increase within a range of 2.1 percent to
3.5 percent per year, a rate of growth
sufficiently strong to maintain,the rank-
inf of these specialties as a major source
of employment growth throughout the
economy. Over the 5-year.projection
period, 1130.0013 to 175,000 additional jobs
are expected to be generated for these
personnel. Major factors underlying this
growth include industrial expansion, as
well as changes in industrial staffing pat-
terns mandated by the complexity of state-
of-the-art industrial equipment and the
adoption of automated industrial processes.
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th&sii y of Serpersonner
and labor market bailnce

labor supply
model%

In order to identify potential labor market
imbalances, demand projections must be
compared to estimates of the available
supply..of. personnel. The occupational
supply model chosen for thistatialysis
represents the state-of -the-artDeveloped
under contract to NSF by Drs. Robert
DauffenBach, Jack Fiorito, aria Hugh Folk,
the model was first used in the midseventies
to assess the S/E labor market impact of
Project Independence, a pciticy initiative
directed toward nsational energy self-
sufficiency. For purposes of this .study,
the model was updated to incorporate the
most recently available data and to improve
causal structure within certain of the
model's subcomponents." .

"The earlier model application can be found in R.C.
DauffenBach, j. Fiorito, gnd H. Folk. "A Study of Protected
Supply/Demand Imbalarices of Scientific and Teclinical
Personnel," Contract No. NSF C.SR576-00591 (StillWater,
Okla Oklahoma State University. 1980) Descriptions of
revisions and more detailed findings from the current
appination are presented in R C DauffenBach and I Fionto.
"Pronctions of Supply of Scientists and Engineers to Meet
Defense and Nondefense Requirements. 1931.3770:enact
No NSF-C-SRS82-10343 (Stillwater. Okla. Oklahoma State
Univetsity.191131.

*1

t.

general
aracteristics

The aoffenBach/Fiorito/Folk (DFF)
model is unique in that it depicts the supply
system for S/E personnel ip 21 occupational
categories representing computer specialties
(systems analysis and Programming), en-
gineering, as well as mathematical, phygicai,
and social sciences." For each occupation,
the model determines the supply of per-
sonnel in any given year from the supply
in the preceding yearidjusted to account
forlhe net effect of worker flows into and
out of that occupation,

The primary focus of the model is on
the behavior that governs S/E personnel
flows. These flow,s describe changes in
supply that relate tO.three typis of workers:
New labor force entrants, experienced
workers, and immigrants (chart 9). New
labor force entrants, who have recently
terminated their education to' piirsie full-
time S/E employment areincorpii'te# into
the S/E supply as a result of the culmination
of four decisions: (1) degree attainment,

"Included are computer specialists (computer systems
analysts and computer programmvs), aeronautical/
astronautical, chemical..civil. electucalteitctinniet,
mechanical. metallurmcal. mining/ petroleum, and engs-
neerr, Cl.e.C., and mathematical. riguctiltupl, booksicat. earth.
olhet life and physical, and social scientitts. n.e.c , as well
as rherrissis, physicists. economists. psychologists. and
sociologists. -
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(2) curriculum choice, f3) labor force entry,,
and (4) occupational choice. A widejariety
of factors influence the supply b7havior
of these ,workers including demographic
trends, /the availa lity of family income
to finance college ucation, labor market
conditions, and t e compatINV of college
coursework to occupatienalVill require-
ments. (See technical notes, "Stock Flow.
Model of Science and Engineering Labor
Supply.") Experienced workers constitute
the second category of personnel who affect
overall supply. These workers provide a
short-term flexibility to the S/E sup-plx,

'system that cannot be met through recenr
collage gr4duates. Omitted from most
supply analyses because of data, theoretical
and methodolo ical constraints, occupikti,,
tional mobility the experienced works*:.-',
force is incorporat into the DFF model
through estimates of persohnel flows into,
among, and out of S/E oecupatiOns; also
included are flows out of the labor force
that result. from deaths and retirements.
SOeriericed worker behavior in the model'
is determined primarily by job opportunities
across various occupations as well as
occupation- specific characteristics. The
third category of worker affecting supply
is immigrants whose behavior Is affected
by "labor market conditions and immi-
gration laws.
1 The feature of the DFF model that
resulted in its seleCtion fbr this study is
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that the model can estimate supply response
elicited by changing job opportunities. This
leoponse is especially critical in the face
of rapid, short-term growth in requirements
such Nthat anticipated under the defense
buildup. For example, an increase -in job
opportunities within an occupation would
induce More students to major in the related
field and. to seek jobt in the occupation
upon graduation. Moreover, it would entice
more experienced personnel to remain In,
or transfer into, these jobs from other
occupations and might permit immigrants
with this occupational skill to enter the
country under preferred-worker status. The
DFF model depicts all aspects of this
behavior. The market conditions used to
drive the model were bapd on the four
macroeconomic/defense-expenditure sce-
narios described in the preceding section;
each projection scenario generated its own
supply resginse.

MP'
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alternative analyses
of supply'

Supply response restricted to new en-
trants ard immigrants. The most frequently
used methodology to Assess potential
market imbalances has been a form of
analysis at the margin, i.e., for any given
me period, ari assessment as to whether

the number of new S/E graduates and im-
migrants is adequate to fill the job openings
generated by growth in requirements and
attrition. This type of analysis considera-
bly understates the flexibility of the S/E

- labor market by ignoring occupational
mobility of the experienced wofk force.
Nonetheless, the case can be made that,
within the highly' specialized S/E labor
market, individuals with field-smific
training may be best suited to fill require-
ments in iny given field."

One set of Di T model simulations repli-
cated this form Of marginal analysis.
Growth in supply.each year was determined
lily the net effect of labor fprce entry of
college graduates and immigrants minus
labor force departures resulting from deaths
and retirements. implicit to these simula-
tions was the 465umptton that transfers
into and out of S/E occupations by the
experienced work force were equal. These
simulations provided w st-case scenarios
and were used to highli ht those occupa-
tions moskprone to I y shortages.

'Mum resent training in boot prinoples may make new
minims, more fungible' gibing the employer an opportunity to
train a given lob applicant in a numhee of fields outside
than discipline of study The occupational choicisubcom-
ponent $f the OFF model permits such field switching

2



Supiplj response including mobility. lt
is unlikdj that per4onnel shortages will
efer lac reflet led as unfilled job vacancies
to tht extent antitipaled when supply
adjustments are restricted to new entrants
and immigrants Labor markets will not
halt Wt. prolonged imbalances and will
quit`kly.begin to male the adjustments

',needed to equilibrate the demand and
t..bupply of perwnnel Employers tan adjust

to SlE supply: imbala'nces by adjusting their
hiring requirements 22 For yxample, in cases

-,of labor shortages, employers may use
int petit rued, ...allege graduates in higher
than optimal proportions, they may up-
gra& tethnitians into formerly specified

E job openings. or they may employ
pt 'suns with S.11: degrees and job experi-
tntt in difftrfht fields from those in
Imam] Tht latter two types ofAdjust-
nit nrs art tritital in determining the ability
Alf tht S'E labor forte to meet short-terin
growth requirements Both °Lt. upatitml
transfers into's'and- out of the 5,'E work
forte as well as those among 5/E ot4i-
jra nuns tan ht explit itly attounted for by
tI44, OFF model

To assess the full range of labor market
d)inamin, the full supply system was
sunulated without cunstrai p to equality
tilt flows of experiented workers into and
oiit of the S,'E jobs Each year, new addi-
tions to supply were derived from the labor
(oat entry of new tuilege graduates and
immigrants, as well as transfers from
other Ott ti rations

labor market balance
in the early eighties

Before reporting findings-about the
Eqojetted balante of S,'E supply and de-
(nand in 1087, it is useful to provide a
point of referente orb the degree of labor
markt, t balhnte at the start of the projection
period At the beginning of the eighties,
the 1.45 etunomy was weakened by per-
sisteht rates of high finemployment and
inflation Major sectors of the economy
were showing signs of weakness in 'in-
dustrial output and productivity. During

"LtIlpliVIlll ru requiremonts also attune to the availability
01 supply 1 of example, emplovets ran delay produt bun.

.1.1t:. int I tam 0.4 rlune 01 adjust ptudot him
it'd pies 111(4 adjUSIMelli.. are extremely difficult to
.pointit and art Hid accounted for by this methodology
1 h.. 41I 1101%1 CI {A).esidt red set undo) to the respunseui
supply to c hanges in demand requirements

, that period, only a few 5,E otcupations
were major tontern to labor market
arialy945 in terms of potential supply
shortages Among these utctipations were
t omputer fieldsboth system's analysis and
programmingthat had undergone rapid.
unantitipated growth over the seventies
and tat promised to tontinue demanding
high numbers of trained personnel Also.
among those utcupations with potential
supply problems were engineering fields.
Certain spet.talties, such as elet trical/,
electronic, computer, and petroleum engi-
neering, were of tontern betause of rapid
growth in demand. Theire were other Ind,-
tations of problems in engineering ottu-
pawns. however. As fatuity and graduate

tztudents were being lured from atademial
with the promise of higher salaries within

'industry and greater researth opportunities,
tontern was being expressed that there
would be inadequate numbers of professors,
to train futgre personnel.2'

Variouslurveys and analyses of labor
market tonditions over thus period provided
torroborating evidente about the tonterns
being t tied. An analysis over this period
of labor mar kef indicators (unemployment
rates, relative wages, and oteupational
retention rates) tondut ted by BLS, indicated
that the engineering job market wasmod--
erately tight." Two NSF. employer surveys
resulted in,,sirrular findifigs. These surveys,
designed to determine labor Market ton,
ditions for new 5,E graduates, indicated
that as late as fall of 1981 industries were
reporting shortages for computer scientists
and systems analysts, as well as electrit al/
electronic and petroleum engineers.ln.
addition, rough market balante was being
reported in earth sciences, and in industrial,
mechanical, and t Kmital engineering By
August, 1983, however, industrial em-
ployers were reporting no apparent short -,
ages, but were anticipating a return to
earlier rapid growth rates in the employ-
ment of both .tomputer arul eleorival/
elettrunit engineers. A relevant finding

5'

"National Sc lent e 1 oundaturn, ingineertng tolleges
Report 10.s of lactilly Positions V.anun 1 all to80. Souse
Resources Siudres Ifighbghts (NSr$1.332) (Washington.

C November 2, 10$11, and Blismex, Higher Education
I mum, Etigewerang MunpotAier anti Elhold01011 FONI14111011

(4), F14004. COOlrefilltleeliSS (Washolgton D C Amerkan
C ourn dun Ldut Awn, tuber 19821

"I) Braddock, The lob Market for Imputes, Recent
Condmosis and future Prospects, in a tatpartiottti °batty&
Ourterty, Summer 1983
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of these surveys to be subsequently ad-
dressed ip,.more detail is that shortages do
not have to be manifested in unfilled job
.atanties Many of those employers who
reported shortages in the earlier NSF survey
had. in filo, met their hiring goals, but
were forted to incur the toms of increased
ret ruitment efforts.2'

general labor market
Conditions, 1987 I

IOW

Two concepts of labor morleet shortage
are used in this days's. The first concept
deals with jersonnel shortages. These

'43rtans are desed from the worst-case
supply scenarios that assume all labor

.market adjustments wre made through
new labor forte entrants and immigrants.
It should beremembered that this analysis
assumes that there was no net.tontribu-

.
lion to supply resultinrfrom ottupational
mobility of the experienced work force.
' This worst-case analysis is based on
several *assumptions about Cite degree of
imbalance the labor market tan support
before problems are expetted to develop.
The first assumption is that shortfalls
in projet led supply of up to 5 percent
would be tolerated as being sufficiently
small so that nomintil market adjustments
Multi easily attomodate them. Oct upations
in which projetted supply falls short of
demand within the 5-pertenrto 10-percent
range is considered to be df some con-
tern with respect to the ability of the market
to adjust by providing either adequate
numbers of personnel and/or personnel
of suitable training and experiepte. Market
conditions in silt It occufiations are judgecki,
to,ment observation Finally, if projetted
supply falls short of demand in an occu-
pltion by more than 10 pertent, and if this
shortfall is expected to be sustained, a
serious shortage situation is indicated.'

Despite the forted inflexibility of labor
supply in these scenarios, the overall supply
of 5/E personnel is more than adequate
to meet-both growth in requirements and
the replacement needs resulting from deaths
and retirements (appendix tables B-9 to

ft
"Vational Scient e tumniatron, Labor Markets for New

Stleille and Inginvering Lraduales in Private Industry,
etc t it and lndusti y Ihtniand rut yttentisis and trimmers
Still Skit 1. in Mid-AWSJ. DivinOn 01 St write ResourteS
Studies Preview November 1.83
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8;12). All science occupations show sub-
stantial personnel surpluses in AV. Engi-
neering .occupations are much closer to
being in balance, however, although some

specialties are projected to have shortages
of personnel. Shortages are indicated for
both aeronautical /astronautical and elec-
trical/electronic engineering occupations.
Among the remaining specialties, industrial
and mechanical engineering appear to be
in rough balance all Othetengineering

- fields are projected to haVe personnel
surpluses. According to these scenarios,
the largest shortage of personnel is in
computer specialty fields (table9).

The second concept of personnel short-
age, quality of the work force, is 'used
to analyze results from the full supply
system model that includes market-sensitive
occupational mobility. With occupational

mobility taken into account, no S/E occu-
pation s characterized by market imbalance
under the criteria setsearlier (appendix tables
8-17 to Bt20). The adjustments within the

"S/E( labor market that are needed to meet
growing requirements, however, suggest
a problem seldom considered explicitly in
studies of demand/supply balance. That
problem is whether large market adjust-
ments can be sustained whiletully meeting
the requirements for specialized Sl per-
sonnel' in terms of quality. As stated in
the report prepared by Drs. Robert Dauf-
fenBach and Jack Fiorito, market-sensitive
mobility ".. . necessitates an adjustment
in how we think about shortages and
gurplases."" 14 is important to realize that
economic efficiency and labor market
performance are not necessarily maximized
when supply and demand are in balance.
Such maximization is only achiev4 when
requirements are filled with experienced
and appropriately trained personnel, unless
these criteria are met, the general quality
of the work force will be diminished. Use
of inappropriately trained workers is, in
itself, a manifestation of labor market
shortage.

Over a relatively short period of time,
aS/E labor market adjustments are achieved
primarily through occupational mobility
and, to a lesser extent, through the increased

"R C Dauffenilach and) Fiorito. Propctiosof Supply())
boznigsgs and Engineers° op..cit
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Table . Projectecbsclence/
IneerIng 'labor market It

ba)ance: 1987

r., New
entrants
and im-

migrants
sufficient

to afoot
growth is

require-
ments

Occupational mobility
, speeded

to meet
growth in

requirements*

High 'lite

blilty

Comtiuter
specialists' .

Scientists:
Agriciatural
BlologiSts
Chemists ...

-Geologists ..
Maths-.
rhatical

, Physicists
Social

Engineers:
Aeronautical/
astro-
nautical

chemical
Civil
Electrical/
electronic .

Industrial
Mechanical
Metallurgical
Mining/
Petroleum

Engineers,
n.e.c.

Shortage

Lbw to
moderate

'rate of
in- mobility

Potential
shortage

.+

-.4-

A.

+

includes both compute' systems analysts and Pro-
gramme's

*Supply of new eqtrants and immigrants% considered
tnsutficient to meet growth in requirements IS supply
estimates fall short of projected requirements by more
Irian 5 percent

NOTES A "*" denotes findings based on tne STAG/
LOW scenario: a "+" denotes Mose based on OPTIM/
HIGH. STAG/LOW indicate$ loymiconomic growth/10
defense expenditure scenario. OPTIM/HIGht indicates
high-economic growth/high-defense expenditure
Scenario.

SOURCE National Science Foundation

\ifse of S/E College gra,duates and immi- .

grant e DFF model provides valuable
insig t into the magnitude and, hence,
feasib ity of projected adjustments that
rnu e. made within the S/E labor market
to meet both growth and replacement needs.

g

projected shortage
fields, 1987

Aeronautical /astronautical engineers.
Employment in.this engineering specialty
was projected to increase at an average
annual rate ranging from 5 9 percent to
11.1 percent between 1982 and 1987.
Growth in this,occapation is expected to
outpace additioni to supply from new
entrants 'and immigrants, indicating a
shortage situation-regardless of the leveli
of defense and nonjefense demand being.
simulated. While available supply of pe-
sonnel in this occupation appeared to
exceed demand in 1982,14 1987 shortages
are projected to range from 15 percent in
STAG/LOW to 45 percent in 'OPTIM/
HIGH, suggesting the need for an addi-
tional 10,000 to 35,000 personnel (chart 10).

The high cdriceriiration of aeronauticaV
astronautical engineers in relatively few
industries would suggest that personnel
shortages could lead to sajary escalation,
production delays, or other employer-
oriented demari'd adjustments, within-in-
dustry competition could also arise between
commercial and defense production. Em-
ployment in this occupation is highly
sensitive .to cyclical swings' in industrial.
performance. Therefore, cancellation of
major air systems or lustained clepresMon
in the demand for commercial aircraft could
rapidly alleviate a shortage situation.

Oqupational mobility within the ex-
perienced work force can also be expectecr
to alleviate pbtential personnel shOrtates
when inadequate ilumber's a new labor
force entrants and *migrants are available
to meet both growth and replacement heeds.
When mobility is taken into account,
potential shortages decline dramatically.
For the STAG/LOW and OPTIM/.HIGH
scenarios, the shortage of aeronautical/
astronautical engineers in 1987 ranges from
2.3 percent tco.4.2 percent of supply and
represents only 2,000 to 4,500 personnel.
In that year projected supply growth under
the STAG/LOW scenario is comprised of
roughly 9,000 experienced workers entering.
from other occupations, 2,000 new entrants,
and 100 immigrants; the comparable figures
for the OPTIM/HIGH scenario are 1.3,000,
2,000, and 200, respectively (appendix
tables 8.13 to 8-16).

The number of workers entering aero-
nautical/astronautical engineering from
other occupations grows coritinuallrover
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113. Such sustained fi*I alerlif 1n _ritobility ;
, could-not be taintainertwithontAffeciing

this "work fltc6.1as greater
nurnbersiriippioprikiely
flaw asked to perform: these* functions,
.-Irt-nrokire.workers an be.)e)speCte4. to

corne'fforit both other SA,ocrupations anti,
tiii lesser extent, front non-S/E field's. In
the case of therlorrner; workers can be

Considered "so rneriliat _interchangeable ,
because of 'co.nirnon, training in katx
principles. Nonetheleis, sometime will be'
required to pin relevant experience in the
new field. As an example, at Wright-
Patterson Air Mare Beef military personnel'

- who-were trainedin physics,'inecharat al
engineering, and electricalenginegling are
retrained as aeronautical engineers to help

alleviate problems in recrpitip9and retert-
don in this specialty. T e progranitlas .
18 months,.. months, and 9 MO S. I
respectively, and' even after such jr rig'
is completed, functional level in the new,
field is considered win entry level. Thui
txtensive humid of on-the-job retraining ; .

N meet rapid eniploy;rient grOWth can. .
result in subsantial costs and.production-.a .
delays while still prods cifig workers '
with, insufficient work eiq;eriericeinthe

. In-mobile workers can also be' drawn'
froni.tion-SIE fields during periodspf
traiirdinarily high demand anfl include, for
example, technologists and othienon.-S/E
graduates. This Wievior was evidenced
in the engineering mafket during the PiftiO'
and early sixties when defense and space
prograrlis generated a' rapid grOvith in
demand for engineering skills. Duling this .

period, it *as estimated that nondegteed
- persompl constituted as much%s 25 percent..

of em*yed engineers.wExceslive reliance .

1983
1987

1983
1987

"Based on findings from Department of Aeroniuta and
Astronautics, An Foxe Institute of echnolgy. Wright-,
Patterson Air Force Base P. Ton i% a R..Frmtma. "Ail
Engineenng Program for Scielfce Glad les.' Proceedings
North cemial Section. Arnericln Society for Engineering
Education (Dayton. Ohio. Aped Z3-25. 1581).

"Based on 1938 data Of those workers emploYcel in engl
netting without a bachelor's dtiree. twothieds-rfported
gavots one to three years of .ollege. ore fifth teportUonly
to have graduated Isom high school and one-ergbth reporsted

to have less than high-school training National Science,
Foundation, Characiff ogles of Men Employed or Engineer-
mg jobs m she lathed Sales iii 9S8 (Washington, D.C
1903) .

. .
,
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. -.
on such personnel also exacts costs and is
an inadequate long-term solution to short-
ages of appropraitely trained workers.

Rapid employment growth in an occu-
pation can also be expected to exert pressure
on academic institutions. According to
supply projections, the number of new,
aeronautical/astronautical engineering
graduates entering the labor force between
1982 and 1987 would increase by 1..o
percent per year under the STAG/LOW
scenario and as much as 3.8 percent per
year under OPTIM/HIGH. Accelerated
growth in new labor force entrants over a
relatively shorts 5-year period can be
achieved in either of two ways. First,
students already in the pipeline can be
encouraged to change majors, potentially
straining the available academic capacity
to produce such engineers, or, second, as
was evidenCed in engineering occupations
during the tight labor market of the late
seventies and early eighties, students could
be enticed to forego advanced degrees so
as to capitalize on strong job qpportunities.
This latter behavior could reduce the
quality of workers with respect to formal
training. More importantly, however, it
could 'also jeopardize the future supply
of faculty needed by academia." .

Computer specialists. According to NSF
taxonomy, computer analysts and computer
programmers are representative of.science
and technician occupations, respectively.
Data needed to estimate the supply model,
however, could not be disaggregated to
differentiate between these two specialties,
they were therefore combined for the
analysis of labor market balance. Require-
ments for this combined occupation are
expected to grow at an drinual rate rang-
ing from 4.9 percent to 5.8 percent inter
the projection period. Regardless of sce-
nario, growth in the supply of-new labor
force entrants and immigrants is projected
to fall behind' that of demand,thereby
leading to an increasing shortage in the
years ahead. By 1987, the projected supply
shortfall ranges from 15 percent in STAG/
LOW to 30 percent in OPTIM/HIGH,
ginerating the need for an additional
115,000 to 140,000 personnel.

As with the aeronauticaVastronautical
engineering occupation, computer systems

"Over longer periods of time, academic institutions may
be ill-equipped to increase enrollments to levels projected in
the model The model cannot account for institutional con.
straws of this nature 0

.
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analysis and computer programming re-
quire large inflows of personnel to meet
growing demand. Under the STAG/LOW
and OPTIM/HIGH scenarios, computer
specialty fields receive a dramatic infusion
of workers from other occupations, re-
ducing personnel shortages to within a
range of only Lb percent to 1.8 percent
in 1987, roughly 9,000 to 11,000 workers.
Labor market dynamics depicted by the
DFF model show that 1987 increments to
supply in the STAG/LOW scenario are
projected to include 59,000 in-mobile
workers, 13,000 new labor forge entrants,
and over 1,000 immigrants. The stronger
growth in requirements under the OPTIM1
I-)IGH scenario generates adjustments of
4,000, 14,000, and 1,200, respectively.

In-mobility plays an important role in
computer specialty occupations-over time
to meet growth in requirimetits over the
projection period. By 1987, workers enter-
ing from other occupations would represent
roughly 11 percent of total supply. Tradi-
tionally, computer occupations have been
very flexible in terms of accepting workers
from other fields. It must be kept in'mind,
however, that business and S/E applications
in these occupations cannot be differ-
entiated with existing data, and both differ
significantly with respect to background
training. Personnel working on WE applil
cations are generally expected to have a
strong foundation in vinciples of physical
sciences, mathematics, and engineering
fields; for more complex applications,
graduate degrees are becoming increasingly
common. Therefore, if rapid growth occurs
in S/E-application systems analysis and
programming, continued high transfer rates
from other occupations may be difficult
to sustain. This will be especially true as
more advanced applications, are introduced
in areas such as CAD/CAM, information
technology, telecommunications, and the
sophisticated modeling encouraged by the
development of the supercomputer.

ElectrieaVelectronic engineers."Employ-
ment of these engineers is expected to
increase atari average annual rate ranging
from 3.9 percent to 5.1 percent between
1982 and 1987. Projected increments to
supply based on new labor force entrants
and immigrants are adequate to balance
projected employment in this field at low
level; of defense spending. Under assump-
tions. of high defense expenditures, how-
ever, supply may be barely adequate; by
1987, a.potential shortage of up to 30,000

personnel i.kiuld arise if assumptions made
under the OPTIMMIGH scenario are met

When occapationally mobile workers are
included as a source of supply, however,
the high level of demand for this specialty
induces a positive net inflow of personnel
By 1987, labor market balance is indicated

'across all scenarios, with OPTIM /HIGH
scenario showing a moderate surplus of
almost 1,000 workers Additional employ-
ment requirements generated in the last
projection year under this scenario elicit a
supply response of 18,700 in-mobile ex-
perienced workers, 15,700 new entrants,
and 1.200 immigrants. While the rate of
inc-mobility required t9 alleviate potential
personnel shoitages are not as high as those
required for aeronautical /astronautical
engineers or computer specialists, they do
rise over time reaching almosti5 percent
of requirements.

potential supply
constraints in
technician
occupations

The supply of technicians is difficult to
measure because formal training cannot
be used as a means of identifying the
population available to fill these jobs. For
these occupations, there is no model of
supply comparable to that developed for
the S/E work force. In order to identify
potential supply constraints, it was assumed

( thal growth in requirements, much in excess
.0 of those attained in the recent past, would

likely result in labor market adjustment
problems. Thus, actual employment growth
rates for 1977-82 were compared to pro-
jected growth rates in requirements for
1982-87.

Three technician occupationsdrafters,
mechanical engineering, and industrial
-engineeringare characterized' by an accel-
erated growth in projected requirements
(chart 12)."

"The Current Population Survey (CPSt which was used
to derive the actual 101' 82 employment growth rates con
tains few people categorized as mechanical or industrial
tr:totting technicians Crowik rates are. therefore. extremely
yariableand should be intrrpated with caution
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In all three cases, there were individual
years within the 1977-82 period when
growth rakes as high as those projected
were achieved A problem arises, however,
from the fact that the projected increases
in requirements for 1982 to 1987 are
dramatic when taken in the context of the
sharp recession-induced reductions in
employment at the start of the decade. The
likelihood of future shortages, therefore,
will be a function of both the ability of
employers to attract new workers to these
occupations, as well as the increasing
amount of time needed for training because
of the growing technological complexity
of the workplace.31

conclusions
1 The principal conclusion of this analysis

is that strong growth in demand is projected
to create problems...Inc three S/E occupations
computer specalties which have had a
relatively tight labor market over the past
decade, and aeronautical/astronautical and
electrical/electronic engineering, both of
which are expected to be seriously affected

"It r. antkimed that ,ompifier aided sietup and manu
latture (CM) C AMP will tekitUe the um! tut &Atm bhutild
(hi, he the ,.ew a, tual employment gtowth may be rowel
than that pro ted C. lieion%Ly C ACK AM The Industrial
Revolutson tWA Ambassador, July 1.362
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by the level and pattern of the defense
buildup. Some attention should also be
given to those technician occupations
drafters, mechankal, and industrial engi-
neeringfor which the projected growth
in requirements is expected to accelerate
in the years ahead.

Despite the high levels of skill required
in these fields. labor market adjustments
are likely to be made, even over a relatively
short 5-year period. moderating identifiable
personnel shortages that could potentially
be manifested as job vacancies. The process
by which the labor market equilibrates
demand and supply. however can be
expected to have an impact on the quality
of the SET work force. The larger the
required adjustment, the more likely it is
that employers would be forced to hire
individuals with inappropriate training
and/or eZperience Such quality downgrad-
ing is, itself. a manifestation of labor market
imbalance and can impose very real costs
not only in terms of employer-supplied
training. but more importantly in ,terms
of productivity and quality losses. These
effects can significantly hinder national
programs such as the defense buildup.
Finally, the costs of current market ad-
justments can have an impact on future
S/E labor supply of the academic sector
faits to retain graduate students or cur-
rent faculty.
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appendix a

technical notes

projection models

defense interindustry forecasting system (DIFS):
employment projections

The Defense Interindustry Furetasting
System (DIFS). a collaborative modeling
effort undertaken by Data Resources,
Incorporated (DRI) and the Department
of Defense (DOD), was used to generate
the employment projections presented in
this analysis.' Built around the DR1 macro-
economic forecasting model, the D1F Sys-

, tem can estimate total occupational re-
- quirements under varying assumptions

about the operations of the full economy.
In addition, the system's defense interface
permits the integration of detailed defense
expenditure information making possible
an analysis of the expected impact of
alternative defense budgets on key indus-
tries, skilled labor, and raw material cate-
gories. The general structure of the system
is depicted in chart A-1; a description of
basic model components follows.

'The DIE System is Maintained and marketed by Dill.
Thr Office of the Assistant Secretary ot Defense, Department
of Defense, maintaineits own version under the name of
the Defense Economic Impact Modeling %dem (DEWS),
tor more complete documentation see David L Blond.

Defense Economic Impact Makin Spieler (Washington.
D C Department ofeDefense. July 198211nd Data Resource{,
incorporated. Selected Examples from DRI's Defense
Economic Service" (Washington. DX, t982).

Defense spending . Macroeconomic
assumptions F assumptions

(user supplied) `3 (user supplied)

Defense
interface

U.S.
macroeconomic

model

Costlprice
forecasting

model
Interindustry
forecasting

model

defense nondefense

Total Occupational
employment employment

bby sector by sector

defense defii:se defense denfens.

30

Stiategic
materlale

-
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defense translator
and interface

The defense translator provides for the
translation of defense planning into a
framework consistent with the U.S. Macro-

'economic and Interindustry Forecasting
Models. The interface starts with DOD's
five-year defense plan (FYDP) which is
presented in terms of total obligation
authority (TOA), a constant-dollar measure
of the cost to complete anticipated pro -
curements. The impact of the FYDP on
the economy, however, occurs only when
actual contracts and expenditures are made.
A TOA-to-Outlay Translation Model is
therefore needed to convert the planning
budget as defined for 50 budget accounts
into outlays per year 2 These. in turn, are
combined with expenditures authorized in
earlier years Once total defense expendi-
tures by budget category are obtained, a
Defense Industrial Share Matrix is used
to translate expenditures into final demand
by commodity This share matrix, devel-
oped by DOD, represents the unique
pattern of defense final demand by 4-digit
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
groups.

Once final demand is allocated by SIC
group, the Defense Interface is used to
ensure that changes in industrial com-
position generated by the defense budget
are accounted for in the macroeconomic
model. To do this, a preliminary pass of
the macroeconomic model is made with
the specified pattern of defense final
demand in order to adjust those model
factors that define national industrial
production.

macroeconomic
model

The DIF System is built around DRI's
Quarterly Model of the U.S. Economy,
one of the major, large-scale econometric
models used for forecasting and policy
evaluation.' Fifty exogenous variables are
available for use in defining various eco-
nomic scenarios. These variables fall into

'The 50 defense budget categories fall undet five major
account headings military per I, operations and main-
tenant e. procuromeni, resew h, d nt, testing. and
evAthitiOrl. 4norraditaty co auction.

'Otto Eckstein. The Off Model of the U.S. Economy
(New York McGraw-1i k Coppany, 191M).
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six categories. Fiscal policy, monetary
policy, energy, agricultural prices, foreign
economic activity, and demographic trends
The 1,200 equations of the model define
the behavior of major components of gross
national product (GNP), Federal, State,
and local Government sectors; international
trade: wages and prices; employment;
financial markets; and industrial pro-
duction.' Within this model, the impact
of the levels and patterns of defense and
nondefense activities on industrial pro-
duction are estimated.

interinth.strymodel
The interindustry model isladynamic

input/output (I/O) model that termines
direct and indirect industrial production
in both defense and nondefense sectors of
the economy. The I/O coefficients used
at the time of this analysis were based on
the 1972 400-commodity, benchmark tables
published by the Bureau of Economic
Analysis of the Department of Commerce,
These coefficients were updated to 1978
using an econometric technique that modi-
fies production coefficients to account for
the influence of both long-run economic
trends and business cycles. For subse-
quent yens, coefficients were forecast to
reflect shifts in industrial structure that
occur in response to changes in prices
{determined in the Price Forecasting Model)
and technology.

total employment
model

Production as determined in the I/O
model, is translated into estimates of total
industry employment through a series of
production equations that relate levels of
industrial output to labor input and a trend
variable that serves as a proxy for both
changes in productivity, and growth in
capital stock. These equations imply a
desired employment level corresponding
to given levels of output. Actual employ-
ment. is then derived using a partial ad-
justment mechanism that accounts for
delays in moving to desired employment

"The ()wittily Model is updated biannually The model
version used in this analysis was that in operatiolt as of July
1982, this version incorporated the major changes in tax
policy initiated by the Reagan Administration and passed
by the Senate in the summer of 1962.

levels until output changes are recognized
as permanent.

occupational,
employnient by
industry

Total industry employment is distributed
across occupations based on staffing pat-
terns derived from the Occupational Em-
ployment Statistics (OES) matrix developed
by the Office of Economic Growth and

'Employment Projections of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS) .2 At the request of
the National Science Foundation (NSF).
BLS provided DRI with two matrices for
this analysis: One depicts actual data for
1978, the other presents projected 1990
staffing patterns, that reflect anticipated,
changes in industrial occupational require-
ments expected to result from changes in
technology and product mix. Linear inter-
polations of these matrix coefficients were
used to determtne industrial staffing needs
in interim years. Staffing patterns for 84

iaggregated industries were used n this
analysis. A listing of these 'industries is
presented in table A-1.

'The OES maim is the blasts of employment protections
derived by BLS A description of the data. as well as BLS
employment projections can be found in Monthly Labor
litmew, Vol too. No 11. November 1983

Table A-1. Major industrial groupings
used for analysis

Industry Related Census-SIC
codes. 1972 edition

Agriculture, forestry,
end fisheries

Livestockand
livestock products

Other agricultural
products

Forestry and fishery
products

Agriculture. forestry.
and fishery
services .. .

Mining
Iron and ferroalloy

ores mining
Nonferrous metal

ores mining
Coal mining

Crude petroleum and
natural gas

Stone and clay mining
and quarrying .
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part 01, part 02

part 01, part 02

081-4, 091, 097

0254.07 (excluding -

0741.085,092

101.108

102-5. part 108.109
1111, part 1112. 1211,
part 1212

131. 132. part 138

141-5, part 148. 149



Table A-1. Major industrial groupings
used for analysisContinued

Industry . Related Census -SIC
codes, 1972 edition

Chemical and tertikter
mineral mining.

Construction
New construction ....

Maintenance and, ..

repair construction
Food and kindred
products
Tobacco maqulactur,St ;

Textiles end apparel
Fabric, yarn, and

thread mills
Miscellaneous textile

goods and floor
coverings

Apparel
Miscellaneous fabri-

cated textile
products .

Lumber products
Lumber and wood

products. dxcept
containers

Wood containers
Household furniture
Other furniture and

fixtures
Paper and allied
products

Paper and allied
products. except
containers

Paperboard
containers .

'Printing and PublithIng

ChemiCals and allied
products -

Chemicals and
selkted chemical
products*

Plastics and synthetic
materials

Drugs. cleaning. and
toilet preparations

Paints and allied
products

Petroleum relining and
related industries
Rubber and misc.!
'animus plastic
products
Leather products

Leather tanning and
finishing

Footwear and other
leather products

Stone, clay, and .glass
products

Glass and glass
products

'Stone and clay
productS

147

part 15-17. part 108.
part 1112. part 1212,
part 146

part 15-17. part 138

20

221-4, 226, 228

227,229
225

239

241-3.2448,249
2441,2449
251

252-4. 259

261 -4.266

2¢5
27

281, 286 -7.289

282

283-4

285

29

30

311

313-7. 319

321-3

324-9

ndu any

Primary metals
Primary iron and steel

manulacturing .... 331-2, 339, 3462
Primary nonferrous

'metals

Related Census-SIC
codes. 1972 edition

uring 333-e'3463
Fabricated meta

Ordnance and
accessories 3482-4, 3489, 3761,

3795
Metal containers , 341

Heating, plumbing,
and structurat metal
products 343-4

Screw machine
products and
stampings 345.3465-8. 3469

Other fabricated metal
products 342, 347, 349

Machinery, except
electrical

Engines and turbines 351
Farm and garden

machinery 352
Construction and

mining machinery 3531-3
Materials handling.

machinery, and
equipment 3534-7

Metal working
machinery and
equipment

Special industry
machinery and'
equipment 355

General industrial
machinery and
equipment 356

Office, computing, and
accounting
machines 357

Service industry
machines 358

Miscellaneous
machinery 359

Electrical machinery
Electrical transmission

and distribution
equipment and
industrial

'apparatus 361-2. 3825
Household

appliances 363
-Electric wiring and

wiring equipment 364
Radio, TV, and

communication
equipment 365-6

Electronic components
and accessories 367

Miscellaneous elec-
trical machinery,
equipment, and
Supplies 369

Transportation
equipment

Motor vehicles and

32

Related Census-SIC
codes, 1972 edition

equipment
Aircraft and parts
Other transportation

equipment

Precision instruments
Professional. scientilic,

and controlling
instruments and
supplies

Optical, ophthalmic.
and photographic
equipment and

\supplieS

Miscellaneous
manufacturing
Transportation,
communication and
utilities

Transportation and
warehousing

Communications,
except radio
and TV

Radio and TV
broadcasting

Electric. gas, water,
and sanitary
services

Wholesale and.retail
andtrade. ......
Finance. insurance,
and real estate

Finance and
insurance

Real estate and rental
Other services

Hotels and lodging.
. personal and repair

services
Eating ancdrinking

places
Automobile repair

and services
Amusements

Businessservices

Health, educational,
social services, and
nonprofit organizations

Government
Federal Government

enterprises
State and local

government
enterprises

Government industry
Other

Noncomparable
imports

Scrap, used, and
second-hand goods

Rest of the world
industry

Household industry

371

372

373-5, 3792, 379g,
2451

3131, 3822-4, 3829,
384, 387,

383. 385-6

39

40-2, 44-7

481-2,

483

49

504.

60-4,

489

59. 7396,

67

8042

65-6, part 1531

70-2. 762-4.part 7699

58

75
78.9

73 (excluding 73961,
7692. 7694, part 7699-

74.80 (excluding
60421,62-4,66,8922

Not applicable

Not applicable
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dauffenbiachniorito/folk (DFF) model: stock-flow
model of science and engineering labor supply

The DauffenBach/Fiorito/Folk triode' is
the most comprehensive model of S/E labor
supply available. The supply system of
S/E personnel depicted by the model con-
sists of four major distinct-but-related
components Including: (1) the existing
stock of S/E personnel; (2) flows of new
entrants to S/E occupations; (3) flows of
experienced workers Into, among, and out
of S/E occupations; and, (4) international
flows of S/E workers (chart A-2).. The
model attemptsito capture, to the extent
permitted by data availability and com-
patibility, the complex behavioral rela-
tionships that generate the flows of per-
sonnel into and out of this labor market.

The model provides estimates of the
supply of S/E personnel in 21 detailed

occupations (table A-2). Supply in each
year is determined by the previous year's
stock adjusted for the three major flows
detailed above. Each of these flows is related
to projected labor market conditions in
the various occupations under the assump-
tion that supply responds to changes in
demand. For this study, projected market
conditions were based on the four macro-
economic/defense-expenditure scenarios
generated by DRI's DIFS. Thus, four sets
of supply estimates were generatedone
for each demand scenario.

The remainder of this section closely
follows the structure of the model and is
designed, in part, to provide an appreciation
of the complexity of modeling the S/E
supply system. The description of each

Non-S/E
graduates

Nonwork
activities

Non-S1E
employment -

Foreign national
students

model component highlights those factors
which determine supply behavior.°

'1

'A thorough discussion of the away underlying the model.
as well as its estimation can be found in two reports. Robert
C. DauffenBach and lack Tionto. Programs of Supply of
Scientists and Engineers to Meet Defense and Nondefense
Requirements, 1981-87. NSF Contract No SRS210548
(Stillwater. Okla. College of Business Administration.
Oklahoma State University. April 19133) and Robeet C
DauffenBach Jack Fiorito. and Hugh Folk, A Study of
Protected Supply/Demand Imbalances for ScierrtifIc and
Technical arrsonnel. NSF Contract No. SRS-7680591
15011wmer, Okla. College of Business Administration,
Oklahoma State tveray.10601

Degree
attainment

New SIE
graduates

New entrants
to SIE

employment

Reentrants
from nonSIE
employment

SIE employment, earlier period

Remain
in S1E employment

same &E.. different
occupation S/E

occupation

Nona/E
employment

Retirements

Deaths

'00

33

Immigrants



Table A-2.' Occupational taxonomy used in the
DautlenBachiFlorito/Folk supply model

Occupation

1970 Census
3-digit occupational

categories

1 Aeronautical/astronautical/
engineers

2. Chemical engineers

3. Civil engineers

4. Electrical/electronic e ngineers

st industrial engineers

6. Mechanicalpngineers

7. Metallurgical/materials engineers

& Mining/petroleum engineers

9 Other engineers

10 Computer specialists

11. Mathematical specialists

12. Agricultural scientists

13. Biological scientists

14. Chemists

15. Earth scientists

16. PhysicistS/astronomers

17 Other tile and physical scientists ...

18. Economists

19. Psychologists

20. Sociologists

21. Social scientists. n.e.c.

006

010

011

012

013

014

015

020 (mining)
021 (petroleum)

022 (sales)
023 (n.e.c.)

003 (programmer)
004 (systems analyst)
005 (n.e.c.)

034 (actuary)
035 (mathematician)

036 (statistician)

042

044

045

051 (geologist)
052 (marine)

053

043 (atmosphere/space)
054 ,(n.e.c.)

093

094

096 (n.e.c.)
092 (political)
045 {urban/regional)

7 Occupational Employment
Statistics (OES) matrix

categories

10020200 (aeronautical/
astronautical)

'10020400 (chemical)
10020402 (ceramic)

10020600 (civil)

10020800 (electrical/electronic)
10022004 (nuclear) '

10021000 {industrial)
10021002 (salety)

10021200 (mechanical)
1002202 (marine)

1000 (metal
10021600 (mining)
10021800 (petroleum)

10022000 (other)
10022003 (traffic)
10022005 (agriculture)
10022001 (engineer)
10022099 {other)

10060201 (business programmer I
10060202 (scientific programmer)
10060401 {business systems

analgo)
10060402 (scientific systems

analyst)

10060200 (actuary)
10060400 (153) (mathematical

science)
100601400

10040200

10040600 (life)
10040601 (biological)
10040602 (medical)

10040800

10041000 (geologist)
10041201 (ocean)

10041400 (physicist)
10041402 (astronomer(

10040400 {meteorological)
10041601 (65) (natural/

mathematical)
10041602 (physical)
10041603 (other physical)
10041604 (&6) (life)
10041600 (other life and physical)

10180201 (financial analyst)
10180200 (&2) (economist)
10180204 (media analyst)
10180205 (market research

analyst)

10180600

10180800

10181200 (n.e.c.)
10180401 (political science)
10181000 (urban/regional)
10181201 (social science)

34

new entrant
component

New entrants to the S/E labor market
are those individuals who terminate
education and enter the work force for
the first time to pursue full-time, 5/E
employment. For most of the evant
occupations, hew entrants are the major
source of labor supply available to,. meet
growth requirements and replacement
needs. Five model subcomponents depict.
the chain of behavior that culminates in
an increment to S/E supply from this
source: (1) degree attainment, (2) curricu-
lum choice, (3) participation of foreign
nationals in U.S. higher education, (4) labor
force entry. and (5) occupational choice. s

(1) Degree attainment. Assuming
that decisions regarding college degrees
are independent of curriculum choice,
the initial step in estimating the num-
ber of new entrants involves project-

..

trig U.S. degree conferrals (baccalau-
reate through doctorate) over the
simulation period. The six sex/degree
projection equations are estimated
using 1951-80 data from the National
Center for Education Statistics (NCES)
and relate degree attainment rates
jo demographic trends and income
factors.

(2) Curriculum determination. The
next subcomponent projects the num-
ber of S/E awarded degrees at each
degree level. Availability of job oppor-
tunities in various S/E occupations is
assumed to be an important deter-
minant of the ultimate choice in cur-
riculum, with relative changes in
occupational demand inducing students
to switch majors. Degree conferral data
were obtained from NCES for the
1968-81 period. Three projection
equations, by degree level, were esti-
mated, relating the proportion of
degrees conferred in each of 22 cur-
riculums to movements in the share
of professional and technical jobs in
the most closely aligned S/E occupa-
tion. The functional form chosen
alliiws for response differences by
curriculum, since the scope of potential
job opportunities varies by major.

29
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(3) Foreign nationals in U.S. higher
education. In recent years, there has
been rapid growth of foreign national
participation in technical curriculums,
particularly at the graduate level. This
subi.;)mponent subtracts foreign na-
tionals from degree recipients by cur-
mulums under the assumption that
these students return to their home-
land,The-r(Oportion of foreign na-
tional S/E degree recipients was based
on 1978-79 NCES data and detailed
enrollment data provided by NSF.

(4j Labor force entry. A substantial
number of degree recipients pursue
nonmarketactivities, including grad-
uate school. This subcomponent filters
from available supply all graduates
who do itot enter the full-time labor
force. Labor, force entry rates are pri-
marily determined by degree and field
of major and remain fairly stable over
time. The model projects future labor
force participation based on the be-
havior of 1972-79 graduating classes
as derived from NSF Surveys of Recent
Science and Engineering Graduates
Degree conferrals at the bachelor's-
a nd master's-degree levels are adjusted
downward, across curriculums, to re-
flect varying labor market entry be-
havior all doctoral candidates are
assumed to enter the work force.

(5) Occupational choice. This sub-
component allocates labor force par-
ticipants from various majors to occu-
pations. For each major, the probability
of entering a given occupation is
modeled as a function of: (a) labor
market conditions in the destination
occupation, (b) the similarity of college
coursework across various majors
and occupations,. and (c) qualitative
attributes 'which affect propensities
of graduates in broad fields of study
(engineering, computer sciences and
mathematics, life and physical sciences,
and social sciences) to enter the occu-
pation nominally associated with
their major. Projection equations for
bachelor s and masteri-' degree re-
cipients are based on 1976-79 NSF
Surveys of Recent Science and Engi-
neering Graduates. Doctorates are
assumed to enter that occupation most
closely associated with their field
of study.

experienced worker
corn ponent

Experienced workers play an important
role in determining the ability of supply
to adjust to short-1 n changes in demand.
Two model subco ponents describe the
major types of erienced worker be-
havioroccupational mobility and attrition.
To date, mobility patterns of experienced
workers have seldom been incorporated
into supply projections because of the
lack of theoretical research and the scarcity
of data.

(1) Occupational mobility. This
model subcomponent estimates ne
changes in S/E occupational supply
which result from movements of work-
ers into and out of S/E occupations
and between the S/E occupations`
themselves.' Mobility rates are esti-
mated across ZS professional and
technical, as well as managerial occu-
pations, 13 major S/E categories were
among these.* Mo ility rates are
modeled as a func on of: (a) the
proportion of indivi uals remaining
in an occupation fr he previous
time period (a proxy or labor market
demand). (b) the proportion of em-
ployment represented by new entrants,
(c) occupational characteristics (percent
of women and the average educational
level in a given occupation) believed
to determine the share of supply gen-
erated by reentrants to the work
force, and (d) qualitative variables
measuring behaviOral differences
across occupations.

An alter native gross-mobslity specification was also
estimated which parallels the earlier modeling effort Under
tftn spetart anon. out-molniny rates were not responsive to
Tabor market rundowns. but were Instead determined by
the age. education. glad sex characteristics of various occu-
pations The netmobility specsfication was considered
preferable because exit rates from an ou.upatrun are believed to

be dependent on (Kt upat ninat opporlum tes throughout the
labor forte OA the gross- and net-mobility specifications
are tepotted and analyzed in Robert C DaugenBach and

Fiurtio. Peotectruns of Supply of Screrrhsta and Entl"
netts to Meet Defense and Nondefense Requirements,
1981-87. iind.

'Small samples saes in WE occupations precluded greater
. &aggregation In there fields

Two versions of thi? subcomponent
were estimated. The gross mobility
version estimated rates of inmobility
to an occupation in the manner de-
scribed in the preceding paragraph,
In the net mobility version, net (inflow
minus outflow) mobility rates were
similiarly estimated. The difference
between the two model versions rests
in the handling of occupational out
mobility. The grosl mobility version
assumes out-mobility rates from an
occupation are dependent sole) on age,
education, and sex, the net obility
version assumes these ates are
sensitive to, relative dema d/supply
conditions.

The mobility subcomponent uses
two datafbases:. The Current Populta-
tion Survey (CPS) conducted in Jan-
uary 1973, 1978, and 1981, and NSF
Surveys of Experienced Scientists
and Engineers conducted during the
seventies.

(2) Attrition. The available supply
of S/E personnel is reduced by deaths
and retirements. Projected attrition
through deaths is based on constant,
sex-specific death rates which were
reported by the BLS for the general
population in 1970. Projected attrition
through retirements of S/E personnel
is modeled as a function of age and
educational level of that population

...over So years of age; 1972-78 data
from NSF Surveys of Experienced
Scientists and Engineers were used for
estimation

immigration
component

Immigrant scientists and engineers ate
an important source of S/E labor supply.
This component provides. projections of
the number of immigrants by S/E occu-
pation.-The estimation equation is based
on 1962-79 data and relates the number
of S/E immigrants in a specific occu-
pation to variables reflecting: (1) job
opportunities in the o cupation of em-
ployment, (2) changes immigration laws,
and (3) differences i occupation-specific
immigration behavior.
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Teble B-1. Summary table of U.S. economy: 1982-87-STAG/LOW

Macroeconomic indicators

GNP
Real GNP, 1972 dollars

Annual rate& change

Purchases
Real purchases, 1972 dollars,

Annual rateof change
Prime contracts

-' Price deflator, annual rate
of change

GNP deflator
Consumer puce Index
Compensation per hour
Output per hour Alf

Military personnel
Civilian labor force
Employment
Unemployment rate

Industrial production index
(1967=1.01
Annual rate of change

Manufacturing Industries:
Production, annual red'

of change
Capacity utilization rate

1982 I 1983 I 1984 I 1985 I 1986 1987

Gross national product (GNP) .

}in billions)

$3,064.9
1,485.5

-1.6

$3,302.6
1,499.2

.9

$3,596.8
1,517.8

1.2

$3,947.5
1,546.3

1.9

$4,303.4 $062.6
1,578.1 11611.1

2.1 ;.1

Defense 'expenditures
(In billions}

$178.1
78.2

5.8
127.8

9.2

$201.8
81.7

4.5
139.1

8.5

$226.7
84.1
3.0

-158.9

9.0

$253.4
86.7
3.0

175.1

8.6

$280.3 $308,0
89.3 91.9

3 0 3.0
192.1 209.5

7.4 6.7

Prices, wages, productivity-annual rates of change
(Percent)

6.5
6.2
7.2
-.4

6.8
7.2
7.4

1.3

7.6
7.8
8.2

.5

7.7
7.8
9.2
2.0

6.8

8.8
.7

6.1

6.3
8.0

.9

Labor force
(In millions}

2.1

110.2
100.0

9.2

2.2
112.4
102.0

9.3

2.2
114.4
103.5

9.6

2.1

115.9
1016
10.6

2.1

117.5
104.2

11.3

2.)
119.1
105.2
11.7

Industrial production

1.399
-7.3

-7.8
71.3

1.420
1.5

1.7

72.0

1.446
1.9

1.9
72.0

1.493
3.2

3.5
71.2

1.530 1.561

2.4 2.1

2.7 2.3
72 5 734

NOTES. STAG/LOW Indicates low-economic growth/low-defense expenditure scenario Projection scenarios were
derived using the Defense interindustry ForeCasting System developed by Data ResoUrces. Incorporated (DRI)

SOURCE: National Science Foundation
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.._.. Table B-2-Summary table of U.S. economy: 1982.87 -- STAG /HIGH

Macroeconomic indicators

GNP
Real GNP. 1972 dollars

Annual rate of change

.
Purchases
Real purchases, 1972 dollars

Annual rate of change
1,1/444w/ contracts
Price deflator, annual rate

of change .

GNP deflator
Consumer price index
Compensation per hour
Output per hour

a ihtary personnel
iiian labor force
ployment

Unemplowcoent rate

Industrial production index
(1967=1.0)
Annuatrate of change

Manufacturing ,Industries:
. Production, annual'rate

' of change .
Capacity utilization rate

NI

1982 1 1983 1 1984 1 1985 1 1986 1 1987

Gross national product (GNP)
(In billions) ,

$3.066.3
1,486.1

-1.6

41.79.4
78.8
6.6

128.2

9.2

$3,325.9
1,508.6

1.5

$3,655.2
1,539.5

2.0

$4,403.1
1,575.1

2.3

Defense expenditures
fin billions)

$216.2 $256.1 $303.7
87.4 95.0 103.6
11.9 8.6 9.1

145.9 174.9 ' 203.6

8.5 9.1 ; 8.7

$4,429.4
1.614.3

2.5

$4,822.5
1.654.6

2.5

t
$349.5

111.0
7.1

233`E-

7.5

$389.9
116.1

4.6
259.8

6.7

Prices, wages. productivitannual rates of change
(Percent)

6.5

97.
.,

- 6.8
7.3
7.5
1.4

7.7
7.9
8.4
.6

8.1
8.4
9.3
t.6

6.9
6.9
9.0
1.3

Label force
[In millions)

6.2
r 6.3

8.3.
\ .9

2.1
110.2
100.0

9.2

2.2
112.4
102.2

9.1

2,2
114.4
104.0

9.1

2.2 2.3 2.3
115. 117.5 119.1
104.4 105.3 106.5

0.9 10.4 10.6

1.399
-7.3

-7.8
71.3

r
Industrial productidn

1.432 1.478
2.4 3.2

2.8 3.4
72.7 73.7

1539
4.1

4.3
73.3

1.579
2.6

3.0
74.8

1.620
2.6

2.8
76.2

NOTES: STAOMIGN indicates low-economic growth /high - defense expenditure scenario. ProjectiOn scenarios were
derived using the Defense Interindustry ForeCesting System developed by Oata ResourCes.inferporated IDRII

SOURCE. National Science Foundation
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Table 13.3. Summary table of U.S economy: 1982-87-OPTIM/LOW
. ..

Macroeconomic Indicators

GNP
Reaf'GNP. 1972 dollars

\., Annual rateof change

Purchases
Real purchases, 1972 dollars

Annual rate of change
Prime contracts
Price deflator, annual rate

of change ....P.

A"

GNP deflator
Consumer price index
Compensation per hour
Output per hour

oi. Military personnel
Civilian laborforce

X' Employment
Unemployment rate

Industrial production index
(1987,1,1.0)
Annual raleof change

tr Manufacturing industries:
Production, annual rale

bf change %r

Capacity utilization rate

Asa 1 1903 1 lam 1 1985 I

1 Gross national product giNpj
(In billions]

$3,072.7
1,490.5

-1.3

$3,379.8
1.552.9

4.2

$3,710.4
1,619.9

4.3

$4,085.1
1,681.8

as
ir Defense expenditures

(in billions]

1988 I 1987

$4,466.1
1,724.8

2.8

..e._

$4,865.9 ..
1,769.3

2.6 4

$17ak,
78.9
6.7

,- 128.8
a

9.1

$199.7
81.7..

3.8
138.3

7.4

6220.2
84.1
3.0

155.8

7.1

$243.8
88.7
3.0

189.5

1

$269.0
89.3

3.0
185.1

7.5 7.1

$295.9
91.9
3.0

201.9

8.8

Prices, wages, productivity-annual rates of 6ange
(Percent] vit

8.4
8.1
7.0
-.2

5.8
5.3
8.0
3.4

5.2
5.0
8.4
2.5

8.1

6.8
8.1

.0

8.8
8.9
8.3
1.8

6.2
8.5
8.1
1.4

Labor force
(In millions)

2.1
110.1
100.1

9.2

2.2
112.4
103.2

8.2

2.2
114.7
108.5

7.1

2.1
116.4
108.1

7.1

2.1
118.1
109.8

7.1

2.1
119.7
111.1

7.2

Industrial production

1.407
-6.8

-7.2
71.5

1.517
7.9

8.8
78.3

1.632
7.8

8.1
79.4

1.718

5.2

5.5
79.0

1.787
3.0

3.2
79.2

1.815,

2.7

3.0
.

79.1

, ,
NOTES. OPTGA/LOW indicates high-economic growth/tow- defense expenditure scenario. Projecdon'sconarios were

derived using the DefenseInterindustry Forecasting system developed by Oats Resources, Incorporated Will.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation
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, Table,13.4. Summary table.of U.S. ecoonimy:1982.87-0PTIM/HioN.
Macroeconomic indicators 1962 I 1983 I 1984 I 1905 I 196 I

Q.

GNP
Re8iGNP.1972 dollari

Annual rateol change

Purchases
A Real purchases, 1972 dollars .

Annual rate of change
Prime contracts
Price deflator, annual rate

of change

Gross national product {GNP)
(In billior2i]

$3,071.6
1,489.9

-1.4

$3.aris
1,561.9

4.8'

63.798.3
1,641.6

5.1

$4,167.6
1,722.2

4.9

$4,635.3
1,777.4

3.2

Defense expenditures C

(In billions]

$179.3
78.8
6.6

128.2

9.1

$213.9
87.4
11.0

144.9

7.5

$24513
95.0
8.6

171.2

7.1

$291:9
103.6.

9.1

196.8

7.5

$335.3
111.0

7.1

224.4

7.3

Prices, wages, productivity-annual rate of chan90
1Percenti

GNP deflator 6.4 5.6 5.4 5.4 7.8
Consumer price index 6.0 5.4 5.1 3.8 10.4
Compensation per hour 7.0 6.1 6.6 /1.2 8.6
Output per hour -.2 3.5 2.0

Labor fOrce .

[In millions)

Military personnel' 2.1 2.2 2.2 11* 2.2 2.3
Civilian labor force 1,0.2 112.4 114.7 1-16.4 118.2
Employment 100.0 103.4 107.0 109.1 111.0
Unemployment rate 9.2 8.1 6.74. 6.3 6.1

Industrial production

Industrial production index
(1967 =1.0)

Annual rateOlohange
1.405
4,9

1.530
8.9

1.668
"0.0

1.790
7.3

.t.1.1:1$1
4.1 "

1 Manufacturing industries:
Production, annual rate

el change -7.3 10.1 9.7 7.5
Capacity utilization rate 71.4 77.0 81.2 /52.2 83.4

o

198

$5.116.1
1,835.2

3.3

$376.1 j
1,16.1

*
. 4.6
250.9

7.2 - 0;

6.9
7.2
9.0
1.6

O
2.3

119.8
112.7

5.9

1.934 .It C

S. a
83.8

t10 ES. OPTIMr1110041ficlicates high-economic grovnarnigndelense expenditurescenario. Projection scanarloswere.
derived using the Defense Interindustry Forecasting System developed by Data Resource% incorporejod (ORD.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation.
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Table B-5. Projected growth gkdefense and nondefense requirements of scientists,
engineers, and technicians:4 982-87-STAG/LOW

[in thousands]

Total req4irernents Oefenstr.equirements Nondefense requirements

AndualAnnual ; Annual
growth griswth , growth

Occupation 1982 1987 rate 1962 1987 rate' .1982 1987 rate

T,otal scientists . 726.6 843.2 3.0% 21.9 29.4 - 6.1% 704.7 613.5 2.9
......10. . , ..v

Computer systems analysts 219.1 287.3 5.6 10.0 15.3 8.9 209.1 271.9 5.4

Life:
'Agricultural ; . 4.4 . . t7.2 17.3 .1 .1 .1 .0 17.0 17.2 2
Biologists , si 55.3 59.4 1.4 3 .8 2.7 54.7 55 7 1.4

Physical:
Chemists % . 90.7 97.7 1.5 2.8 3.4 4.0 ate 94.3 1.4
Geologists AI'. 42.7 47.9 " 2.3 1.1 1.3 3.4 41:7 46.6 2.2
Physicists - i 20.9 22.4 1.4 1.1 1.3 3.4 19.8 21.0 1.2

Life/plysical, n.e.c 27.6 29.5 1.3 .7 .9 5.1 26.6 26.6 1.3
Mat atical r 0 -.. 51.0 56.9 2,2 2.4 2.6 3.1 48.6 54.0 2.1
Social . o - a.4 202.1 224.8 2.2 3.0 3.5 3.1 199.1 221.2 2.1

Edon mists . 30:3 34.8 2.8 .6 1.0 -- 4.6 29.5 33.7 2.7
Psychologists 90.4. 100.5 2.1 1.0 1:0 .0 69.44 99.4 2.1

, Sociologists 9.3 10.1 1.7 .1 .1 .0 9.2 10.0 1.7
Social. n.e.c 72.1 79.4 1.9 1.1 1.4 4.9 71.0 78.1 . 1.9

\-
Total engineets 1,136.6 1.296.4 2.6 138.8 187.0 6.1 1,000.0 1,109.3 2.1,

Aeronautical/astronathical 64,2 85.5 5.9 33.5 50.4 8.5 30.7 35.1 2.7
Chemical 53.1 57.4 1.6 2.6 3.1 3.6 50.6 54.3 1.4

Civil i WA 174.7 1.3 3.4 4.0 3.3 350.0 170.7 1.3

Electrical/electronic 327.1 396.3 3.9 41.2 56.1 6.4 285.9 340.2 3.5
Industrial ; 109.2 120.3 2.0 9.7 12.4 5.0 99.5 107.9 1.6
aechtiical 1 202.0 223.9 2.1 18.9,, 24.6. 5.4 183.1 199.3 1.7
Metallurgical 14.8 16.3 1.9 1,4' 1.9' 6.3 13.3 14.4 1.6
Mining/petroleum :

. , 27.5 31.7 2.6 .9 1.1 4.1 26.7 30.6 2.8
Engineers, n.e.c. 177.4 190.3 1.4 27.2' a 33.4 .4,20. 150.2 156.6 .9

"1
Total technicians

N
. , 1,465.5 1,64.1.0ta 2.4 83.6 106.5' '5.0 1,382.0 1,542.2 2.2

Computer programmes 4-:,*.yri:'. - 235.0 290.3 4.3 41%9.5 12.9 5.1' 225.4 277.3 4.2
571ittrs pc: ' :./4. 312.0 138.5 1:6 WI7.1 20.7 3.9 294.9 317.6 1.5
Electrical/electronic enbineering ." 345.3 399.9 3.0 28.6 37.8 5.7 4,15.7 352.0 2.7

A. N ".
1 n du stria, engineering , . 30.5 33.4 1.6 2,3 2.8 4.0 26.2 30.6 I 1.6
Mechanical engineering.. 44.7 50.5 2.5 8.3 10.7 6.2 38,4 39.8 1.8

iShience/engineering, n.e.c. . 498.0 536.3. 1.5 17.7 21.6 4.1 480.4 514.7 1.4

<4;f

NOTES. STAG/LOW Indicates lormeconamIc grovAhilliglidelense expenditure scenario. Because, or roundIni, components may
not add to totals. .

SOURCE: National Science Foundation
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Table B.:13. Projected growth in defense and nondefense requirements of scientists,
engineers, and technicians: 1982.87-STAWHIGH

Prithousandsi

Occupation

Total requirements Defense requirements Nondefense%,..
requirements

1982 .1987

Annual
growth

rate 1982 1987

Annual
growth

rate 1982 1987

Annual
growth

rate

Total scientists 726.9 862.1 3.5 9622.0 33.2 8.6 1)6704.9 828.6 3.2

Computer systems analysts 219.3 294.7 6.1 10.0 17.6 12.0 209.1 277.0 5.8
Life:

Agricultural 1/.2 17.5" .3 .1 .1 .0 17.0 17.4 .5
Biologists 55.3 60.4 1.8 .7 .8 2.7 54.7 59.5 1.7

Physical: .

Chemists 90.7 99.6 1,9 2.9 3.7 5.0 87.9 95.9 1.6
Geologists 42.7 48.2 2.4 1.1 1.3 3.4 41.7 46.9 2.4

Physicists 20.9 23.4 2.3 1.1 1.6 7.9 19.8 21.8 1,9
Life/physical, n.e.c. 27.6 30.4 2.0 .7 1.0 7.4 26,9 20.4 1.8
Mathematical 51.0 58.7 2.8 2.4 3.3 6.6 48.6 55.4 2.6
Social 202.2 229.2 2.5 3.0 3.8 4.8 199:2 225.3 2.5

Economists . .allt. 30.3 35.3 3.1 .8 1.2 8.4 29.5 34.1 2.9
PsycliSlogitis 90.4 101.7 2.4 1.0 1.0 .0 89.4 100.6 2.4

Sociologists 9.3 10.3 ' 2.1 .1 .1 .0 9.2 10.2 2.1
Social. n.e.c. 72.2 81.9 2.6 1.1 1.5 6.4 71.1 80.4 2.5

'Total engineers '40. 3 1.3732 3.8 139.2 223.6 9.9 1.001.0 1,149.7 2.8

Aeronautical/astronautical 64.5 107.2 10.7 33.7 64.8 14.0 30.8 42.4 6.6
Chemical 53.1 58.7 2.0 2.6 3.4 5.5 50.6 55.4 1.8
Civil 163.5 179.1 1.8 3.4 4.3 4.8 160.1 174.9 1.8
Mcvical/elearonic 327.6 415.2 4.8 41.3 133.7 9.0 286.2 351.4 4.2
Industrial

°Mechanical
109.3
202.2

125.0
233.4

2.7
2.9

9.7
18.9

14.5
284

8.4
8.8

99.6
183.2

110.5
104.6.,

2.1
2.2

Metallurgical 14.8 17.1 2.9 1.4 2.2 9.5 13.4 14.9 2.1

Mining/petroleum , 27.6 31.8 ' 2.9 .9 1.1 4.0 26.7 30.7 2.8
Engineers, n.e.c. . - 177.7 205.7 3.0 27.3 40.8 6.4 150.4 164.9 1.8

Total technicians 1,466.4 1,694.2 2.9 83.9 120.4 7.5 1,382.5 1.573.9 2.6

Computer programmers 235.1 294.4 4.6 9.6 14.2 8.1 225.5 280.2 4.4

Drafters 312.2 347.5" 2.2 17.2 22.6 5.6 295.0 324.8 1.9
Electrical/electronic engineering - 345.5 410.2 3.5 28.7 42.7 8.3 316.8 36746 3.0
Industrial engineering 30.5 34.6 2.6 2.3 3.2 6.8 28.2 31.4 2.2
Mechanical engineering 44.8 54.6 4.0 8.4 13.0 9.1 36.4 41.6
Science/engin eering;n.e.c. 498.3 552.9 2.1 17.7 24.7 6.9 480.6 528.3 1.9

NOTES. STAG/HIGH indicates imeconomIc growth/hIgh-detense expenditure scenario. Because of rounding, components may
not add to totals.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation
it
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Table 111-7. Projected growth In defense and nondefense requirements of scientists,
lengineerk end ietfinicians 198247-OPTIM/LOW
1

tin thousands!

,

.

Occupation

Total requirements Defense requirements Nondefense requirements

1982 1987

Annual
growth

rate 1962 1967

Annual
growth

rate 1982 1987

Annual
growth

rate

Total scientists 727.3 865.6 3.5% 22.0 30.3 - 6.8% 705.5 835.5 3.4

Computer systems analysts 219.3 294.7 6.1 10.0 15.6 9.3 209.3 279.0 5.9
Life:

Agricultural : 17.2 18.1 1.0 .1 .2 14.9 17.1 18.0 1.0
Biologists 55.3 61.4 2.1 .7 .6 2.7 54.6 60.7 2.1

Physical:
Chemists 90.9 100.3 2.0 2.9 3.§ 3.8 88.1 96.6 1.9
Geologists 42.8 47.3 2.0 1.1 1.2 1.8 41.7 46.1 2.0
Physicists 20.9 23.1 2.0 1.1 1.4 4.9 19.9 21.8 1.8

'1.8Life/physical. n.e.c . . '27.6 30.3 1.9 .7 .9 5.1 26.9 29.4
Mathematical 51.0 58.1 2.8 2.4 3.0 4.6 46.6 55.1 2.5
Social 202.3 232.3 * 2.8 -3.0 3.7 4.3 199.3 226.6 2.8

Economists 30.3 35.5 3.2 .8 1.1 6.6 29.5 34.4 3.1
Psychologists 90.5 105.0 3.0 1.0 1.1 1.9 89.5 103.9 3.0
Sociologists 9.3 10.5 2.4 .1 .1 .0 9.2 10.4 2.5
Social. n.e.c. 72.2 81.3 2.4 1.1 1.4 4.9 71.1 79.9 2.4

Total engineers 1,142.0 1 1,337.0 3.2 139.2 190.5. 8.5 1,002.6 1.148.6 2.7

Aeronautical/astronautical 64.5 88.0 8.4 33.6 51.3 8.8 30.8 36.7 3.6
Chemical 63.2 59.2 2.2 2.6 3.2 4.2 50.7 58.0 2.0
Civil : 163.7 183.8 2.3 3.4 4.2 4.3 160.3 179.6 2.3
Electrical/electronic 327.8 399.6 4.0 41.3 .. 56.1 6.3 286.5 343.5 3.7
industrial 10e.5 124.6 2.6 9.7 12.8 5.7 . 99.8. 111.8 2.3

Mechanical 202.7 235.7 3.1 16.9 25.6. 8.2 163.7 210.2 2.7
Metallurgical 14.9 17.4 3.2 1.5 2.0- 5.9 13.4 15.4 2.8
Mining /petroleum V.7 31.2 2.4 .9 1.1 4.1 26.7 30.1 2.4
Engineers. n.e.c. 178.0 197.5 2.1 27.3 34.2 4.6 150.7 163.3 1.6

Total technicians 1,488.3 1,703.0 3.0 83.9 109.5 5.5 1,384.4 1,593.7 2.8

Computer programmers 235.2 294.8 4.6 9.6 13.2 6.6 225.6 281.7 4.5
Drefters 312.9 355.8 2.6 17.2 21.6 4.7 295.7 334.2 2.5
Electrical/6 lectron loerigineering I *4.345.6 408.1 3.4_ 28.7 36.1 5.8 316.9 370.0 3.1-

Industrial engineering 30.6 34.9 2.7 2.3 3.0 5.4 28.3 32.0 2.5
Mechanical engineering 44.9 52.8 3.2 8.4 11.2 5.9 36.5 41.4 -% 2.6
Science/engineering. n.e.c. * 499.1 556.6 2.2 17.7 22.4 4.8 461.4 534.4 2.1

NOTES. OPTIM/LOW Indicates high-economic growth/lowdefectse expenditure scenario. Because of rounding. components may
not add io totals.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation
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Table 8-8. Projected growth in defense and nondefense requirements of scientists, .

engineers, and technicians: 1982-87-OPTIWHIGH

(In thouSandij
.

Occupation

Total reotiltemenls Defense requirements Nondefense requirements

1982 1987

Annual
growth

rate 1982

.

1987

,- -
Annual
growth

rate 1982 1987

lAriou
growth

rale

Total scientists 727.4 888.0 4.1% 22.0 34.2 92% 705.5 854.2 3.9'

Computer systems analysts 219.3 303.3 6.7 10.0 17.9 12.3 209.2 285:5 6.4
Life;

Agricultural 17.2 18.4 1.4 .1 .2 14.9 10 18.2 1.2
Biologists 55.4 62.5 2.4 .7 .8 2.7 54.7 61.7 2:4

Physical:- -:.--

Chemists 90.9 102.8 2.5 2.9 3.8 5.5 88.0 99.0 2.4
Geologists 42.8 47.9 2.3 1.1 1.3 3.4 41.7 48.6 2.2
Physicists 20.9 24.2 3.0 1.1 1.8 7.9 19.9 22,6 2.6

Life /physical, n.e.c. 27.8 31.3 2.5 .7 1.1 9.5 26.9 30.3 2.4
Mathematical .. 51.0 60.6 3.5 2.4 3.5 7.8 48.7 57.2 3.3
Social 202.3 237.0 3.2 3.0 4.0 5.9 199.3 233.1 3.2

Economists 30.3 36.2 3.8 .8 1.3 10.2 29.5. 35.0 3:5
Psychologists 110.5 108.2 3.2 1.0 1.1 1.9 89.5 105.1 3.3
Sociologisl s 9.3 10.7 2.8 .1 .1 .0 9.2 10.8 2.9
Social. n.e.c. 72.2 .83.9 3.0 1.1 1.5 6.4 71.1 82.4 3.0

Total engineers 1.142.1 1.423.1 4.5 139.5 226.4 10.2 1.002. 2 1.196.8 3.8

1 .

fleronaulical/astronautical 64.5 109.2 11.1 33.7 65.2 14.1 30.9. 44.0 7.3
Chemical 53.2. 60.9 2.7 2.8 iS 6.1 50.7 57.5 2.5
Civil 183.7 188.9 2.9 3.4 4.4 5.3 160.3 184.5 2.8
EleCtrical/electronic .......0. 327.9 420.6 5.1 41.4 83.6 9.0 288.5 357.0 4.5
Industrial 109.5 130.8 3.8 9.7 14.9 9.0 99.8 115.9 3.0
Mechanical % 202.7 248.2 4.1 19.0 29.9 9.5 183.7 218.3 3.5
Metallurgical. 14.9 18.5 4.4 1.5 2.4 9.9 13.4 16.2 3.9
Wining/petroleum 27.7 31.8 2.7 .9 1.1 4.1 26.7 30.4 2.6
Engineers. n.e.q. 178.0 214.4 3.8 27.3 41.4 87 .150.7 173.0 2.8

Total technicians 1,468.3 1,760.4 3.7 83.9 123.5 8.0 1,384.4 1,636.9 _3.4

:iompuler programmers 235.2 300.5 5.0 9.8 14.4 8.4 225.6 288.0 4.8
)rafters 312.9 368.5 3.3 1.2 23.7 6.8 295.8 344.8 3.1
Electrical/electronic engineering 345.6 421.0 4.0 28.7 42.9 8.4 317.0 378.1 3.8
ndustrial 30.6 36.8 3.8 2.3 3.4 8.1 28.3 33.2 3.2
idechanicalengmeering 44.9 57.3 5.0 8.4 13.8 - 10.1 36.5 43.7 3.7
3cience/engineeting, n.e.c. 499.1 576.5 2.9 17.7 25.5 7.6 481.4 551.1 2.7

- . i .

NOTES OPTIM/HIGH indicates high-economic grovrthilligh-cletenSe expenditure scenario. Because of rounding. components may
not add to totals.

SOURCE National Science Foundation /
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Table 94. Supply/demand balance of scientists and engineers based on new
entrants and Immigrants supply model: 1981 and 1987-STAG/LOW

(In thousands)

Occupation

1981

Total
supply

Supply compon ents

De-
mand

New
en-,

trants

.

Attri-
tion

Immi-
gra-
tion

Total
scientists .. 573.0 85.0 9.8 2.3 508.3

25.0 5.3 .4

-1--
.2 17.6Agricultural ....

'Biologists 71 1 19.0 1.0 .2 66.4
Chemists 98.8 6.0 1.9 .8 93.7
Geologists 43.2 4.1 .8 .1 40.6
Mathematical 56.9 5.8 1.0' .1 51.8
Physicists 23.1 2.8 .4 .2 21.1
Other Zile and

physical 28,8" 1.9 .5 .1 28.2
Social 228. 40.1 3.8 .6 199.9

Economists 49.6 7.1 .9 .3 30.2
Psychologists 93.5 12.5 1.6 .2 88.3
Sociologists . 11.9 5.6 .1 .0 9.2
Social, n.e.c. . 71.5 14.9 1.2

---1.._
.1 72.2

1,223.7 63.5 23.5 e.2 1.155.6
Total

engineers .

Aeronautical/
astronautical 68.6 )9 1.4 .1 63.2

Chemical 60.5 .6 1.1 .5 65.1
Civil 173.0 10.2 3.3 .7 165.5
Electrical/

electronic 334.6 13.8 6.5 .9 324.4
Industrial 117.8 4.0 2.3 .2 113.3
Mechanical 220.9 11.4 42 .9 208.5
Metallurgical 16.8 1.4 .3 .1 15.6
Mining/

petroleum 25.6 2.0 .6 .1 .,26.1
Engineers,

n.e.c. 206.1 13.4 3.9 2.7 183.9

Computer
specialists' 435.9 9.9 8.6 .8i 442.9

1987

Bat- Bel -

anceence as
surplus percent

(+)/ of
short- supply
age(.)

Supply

Total
supply

r

compon

New
en-

trants

ants

AttrI
tion

immi-
gra-

. tion

De-
mand

Bal-
ance

surplus
1+1/

short,
age t -)

' Bal-
ance as
percent

of
supply

64.7 11.3 1.040.0 91.5 30.1 3.0 555.9 484.1 46.5

7A
15.7
4.9
2.6
5.1
2.0

.4
26.6

29.6
22.1
5.0
6.0
9.0
8.6

1.4
11.7

52.8
178.0
128.9
680
84.9
38.7

37.3
455.3

4.8
19.6
6.4
4.8
5.8
3.0

2.0
45 1

1.0

32
th
12
1.8
.7

... .7
192

.2

.3
1.0
.2
.2
.2

.1

.8

47.3
59.4
97.7
47.11

56.9
22.4

29.5
224.8

35.6
116.6
31.2
18.2
28.0
16.3

7.8
230.5

87.2
66.3
24.2
27.5
43.0
42 1

20.9
50.6

19.4
52
2.7
-.7

39.1
5.6

22.7
-.1

93.3
162.9
50.9

148.2

8.1
14.5
7.2

15.3

1.7

3.0
.9

2.7

.3

.3

.0

.2

34.8
100.5

10.1
79.4

58.5
62.4
40.8
68.8

62.7
38.3
80.2
46.4

68.1 5.6 1,494.8 64.8 29.1 6.8 1,296.4 198.4 13.3

5.4
4

7,

7;

10.2
4.5

12.4

1.0

-.5

22.2

. 3.0
3.8
5.6
6.0

-2.0

10.8

72.8
87.7

218.2

387.2
129.3
267.3
23.1

35.9

275.3

2.1
5.3

10.0

1.3
4.0

11.4

1.3

2.2

13.2

i

1.4

1.7

4.2

7.6
2.6
52

-A

.7

5.3

.2
.5

'.8

1.2
.3

1.0
.1

.1

2.6

85.5
57.4

174.7

396.3
120.3
223.9

18.3

31.7

190.3

-12.7
30.3
41.5

.9.1
9.0

43.4
6.8

4.2

85.0

-17.4
34.6
19.2

-2.4
7.0

18.2
29.4

11.7

31.0

-8.0 -1.8 462.3 13.6 9.1 1.2 577.8 -115.3 -25.0

'Includes both comPuter systems analysts andcomPuter programmers.

NOTES. STAGILOW indicates low-economic "1)Mb/ow:defense expendilure scenario. Because of Minding, components may not cor-
respond to totals.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation
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. Table B-10. Supply/demand balance of scientists and engineers based on new
entrants and immigrants supply model: 1981 and 1987-STAG/HIGH

[In thousands]

Occupation

1987

Total
supply

Supply

New
en-

trants

components

immi-
gra-
tion

Attri-
tion

De-
mand

Bai- Bak
ancikance as

surplus percent
( +)' of

short- supply
age (-)

Supply

Total
supply

compon

New
en-

trants

ents

Attri-
tion

immi-
gra-

De-
mand

Bak Bei-
snot:Nance as

surplus percent

11sho+4- - s u P:Yf

age. (*)

Total
scientists ..

Agricultural ....
Biologists
Chemists
Geologists
Mathematical
Physicists
Other cite and

physical
Social

Economists
Psychologists
Sociologists .

Social. n.e.c. .

Total
engineers

Aeronautical/
astronautical

Chemical
Civil .
Electrical/

electronic .
Industrial
Mechanical
Metallurgical
Mining/

petroleum
Engineers,

n.e.c.

Computer
specialists'

573.0 85.0 2.8 2.3 508.3 64.7 11.3 1,042.5

25.0 5.3
71.1 19.0
98.6 6.0
43.2 4.1
56.9 5.6
23.1 2.8

28.6
226.5

1.9
40.1

.4
1.0
1.9
.8

1.0
.4

.5
3.8

.2

.2

.8

.1

.1

.2

.1

.6

17.6
55.4
93.7
40.6
51.6
21.1

. 28.2
199.9

7,4
15.7
.4.9
2.6
5.1

2.0

.4
26.6

29.6
22.1
5.0
6.0
9.0
8.6

52.9
176.3
129.1

66.2
85.1
38.8

37.3
456.8

92.7 19.2 3.0 567.4 475:1 46.0

- 4.9
19.8

6.4

4,9
5.9
3.1

2.0
45.7

1.0

3,2
2.5
1.2.
1.6

.7

.7

. 8.3

.2

.3
1.0
.2
.2

..2

.1

17.5
'60.4

99.6
. 48.2

58.7
23.4

30:4
229.2

35.4
115:9
29.5
18.0
26.4
15:4

227.6

66.9
-65.7
22.8
27.2

31.0
39.7

18.5
49.8

49.6
93.6
11.9
71.5

7.1
12.5
5.6

14.9

.9
1.6

.1

1.2

.3

.2

.0

.1

30.2
88.3
9.2

72.2

19.4
5.2
2.7
-.7

' 93.5
163.,2

51.0
149.1

8.2
14.6
7.3

15.6

1'

.0

.9

.7

-.3
.3
.0
.2

35:3
- 1"01.7

10.3
81.9

58.2
6
4.7
6'.2

62.2
37.7
79.8
45.1

1.223.7 63.5 23.5 6.2 1,155.6 68.1 5.6 1,502.0

mim.'"'"'

67.4 29.1 6.9 1.373.2 12830 5.fi

68.6
60.5

173.0

334.6
117.8
220.9

16.6

25.6

206.1

1.9
5.6

10.2

13.6
4.0

11.4
1.4

2.0

13.4

1.4
1.1

3.3

6.5
2.3
4.2
.3

.5

3.9

.1

.5

.7

.9

.2

.9

.1

.9

2.7

63.2
55.1

165.5

324.4
113.3
208.5

15.6

26.1

183.9

*5.4

5.4
7.5

10.2
4.5

12.4
1.0

-.5

22.2

7.9
8.9
4.3

3.0
3.8
5.6
6.0

-2.0

10.8

73.9
87.8

216.5

389.2
129.6
268.4

23.1
..

35.9

277.6

2.4
5.4

10.1

15.9
4.1

11.8
1.4

2.3

14.0

1.4
1.7
4.2

7.6
2.6
5.2.
.4

.7

5.3

.2

.5

.8

.1.3

.3
1.0
.1

.1

2.6

107.2

58.7
179.1

415.2
125.0
233.4

17.1

31 8

205.7

-33.3
29.1
37.4

-26.6
4.6

35.0
6.0

4.1

71.9

:45.1
33.1
17.3

-6.7
3.5

13.0
26.0

11.4

25.9

434.9 9.9 8.6 .8 442.9 -8.0 -1.8 463.7_ 14.0 9.2 1.3 588.9 -125.2 "-27.0

'includes both COmPUI er systems analysts and computer programmers.

NOTES STAG/HIGH indicates low-economic growth/high-defense expenditure scenario. Because of rounding, components may not
correspond to totals.

scums. National Science Foundation
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Table 13-11. Supply /demand balance of scientists and engineers based on new
entrants and immigrants supply model: 1981 and 1987-OPTIM/LOW

1ln thousands]

Occupation

1901 1907

Total
supply

Supply components

Did Sal-
ance6nce

surplus
(+)/

short-
lige (-)

Bal-
as

percent
of

supPly

Supply components

Immi-
gra-
tion

De-
mand

Bal-
ance

surplus
(+1/

shop:.
age (.)

. Bal-
ance as
percent

of
supply

New
en-

trants

Attri-
tion

Immi-
gra-
tion

Total
supply

New
en-

trants

Attri-
tion

Total
scientists .. 575.0 00.0 10.3 . 2.2 509.5 85.5 114 1,040.9_ 03.8 20.2 2.9 571.9 469.0 45.17

Agricultural .... 25.0 5.3 .3 .2 18.0 7.0 2&,0 53.0 5.0 1.0 2 18.1 34.9 65.8
Biologists 71.1 19.0 1.1 .2 55.4 10.7 22.1 176.0 20.0 3.2 .3 71.4 114.8 65.1
Chemists 99.0 0.0 2.0 .8 94:0 5.0 5.1 129.0 0.5 2.5 1.0 100.3 20,7 22.2
Geologists 43.3 4.1 .8 .1 41.0 2.3 5.3 80.0 5.0 1.2 2 47.3 10.7 20.3
'Mathematical 57.0 1.0 1.0 .1' 02:0 sa 85.0 0.0 2.0 2 50.1 26.9 31.0
Physicists ..; 23.1 3.0 .4 .2 21.1 2:0 7 39.0 3.1 .7 .2 23.1 15.9 40.0
Other life and

physical 20.0 2.0 .5 .0 28.2 .e 2.0 37.3 2.0 .7 .0 30.3 7.0 18.0
Social 227.5 40.6 4.2 .a 199.9 27.8 12.1 455.0 40.2 - 0.9 .e 233.3 222.3 48.0

Economists 50.0 7.1 .9 .3 30.2 19.8 39.8 93.1 0.2 2.0 .3 30.0 57.1 81.3
Psychologists 93.5 12.5 2,0 .2 88.3 5.2 5.6 183.3 15.0 3.0 '3.0 105.0 58.3 35.7
Sociologists . 12.0 8.0 .1 .0 92 2.0 23.3 51.0 7.5 .9 .0 11.0 40.0 70.4
Social, n.e c. 72.0 15.0 1.2 .1 72.2 .2 .3 1402 15.5 3.0 ' .2 Ot.3 66.9 45.1

Total
engineers . 1,225.6 04.4 24.2 8.2 1.182.0 62.0 5.1 1,497.0 07.0 27.9 7.3 1,330.2 159.6 10.7

Aeronautical/
astronautical 69.0 2,0 1.4 .0 83.2 5.0 73.0 2.1 1.4 .2 88.0 -15.0 -20.5

Chemical 80.5 0.0 1.1 .5 55.1* 5.4 fr9 $8.0 5.4 1.7 .5 59.2 28.8 32.7
Civil 173.Q, 10.2 3.3 .7 180.0 7.0 4.0 217.0 10.4 4.2 .0, 104.0 33.9 15.2-
Electrical/

electronic 335.0 14.0. 7.0 .o 324.4 10.8 j.43.0.2 387.0 15.4 6,0 1.2 400.0 -11.0 -3.4
Industrial 118.0 4.0 2.3 2 113.3 4.7 129.4 4.1 3.0 .3 125.0 4.4 3.4

Mechanical 221.0 11.4 4.3 .9 208.5 12,5 5.7 268.3 12.0 52 1.1 238.0 32.3 12.0
Metaliiirg 17.0 1.4 .3 .0 160 1.0 '4.0 23.1 1.4 .4 .1 17.4 5.7 24.7
Mining/

petroleum 28.0 2.0 .5 .0 28.1 .1 .4 38.0 2.2 . .1 31.2 4.8 13.3
Engineers,

n.e.c. 206.1 13.4 4.0 3.0 104.0 22.1 10.7 278.0 14.0 6.3 3.0 197.4 70.6 20.5

Computer
specialists' : 435.0 9.9 0.7 .8 443.0 -8.0 .2.0 403.1 14.0 9.1 1.3 590.0 -128.9 .27.4

'Includes both computer sYste ms analyits arid computer programmers..

NOTES OPTIM/LOW indicates high-economic growth /low- defense expenditure SCettariO. Because of roungino, Components may
not correspond to totals:

SOURCE: National Science Foundation
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Table B-12. Supply/demand balance of scientists and engineers based on new
entrants and immigrants supply model: 1981 and 1987-OPTIM/HIGH

tin thous'andal

.1

Occupation

Total
scientists

Agricultural
Biologists
Chemists
Geologists
Mathematical
Physicists

' Other file and
physical

Social

1981

Total
supply

573.0

25.0
71.1
98.6
43.2
56.9
23.1

28.6
226.5

49.6
93.5
11.9
71.5

1,223.7

68.6
60.5

173.0

334.6
117.8
220.9

18.6

25.6

205.1

434.9

Supply

New
en-

trants

COMPO

Attri-
tion

85.0

5.3.
19.0
640

4.1

5.8
2.8

1.9
40.1

7.1

12.5
5.6

14.9

63.5

1.9
5.6

10.2

13.6
4.0

11.4
1.4

2.0

13.4

9.9

9,7

.4
1.0
1.9
.8

1.0
.4

.5
3.7

.9
1.6

.1

1.1

23.5

1.4
1.1

3.3

6.5
2.3

. 4.2
.3,

.5

3.9

41.6

nents

Immi-
gra-
tion

2.3

.2

.2
.8
.1

.1

..2

.1

.6

.3

.2

.0

.1

7.0

.1

.8
.7

.9

2.7

.8

De-
mand

508.3

17.6
55.4
93.7
40.6
51.8
21.1

28.2
199.9

30.2
88.3

9.2
72.2

1.1516

63.2
55.1

165.5

324.4
113.3
2015

15.6

28.1

183.9

442.9

Bal-
ance

surplus
(+),

short-

age (-)

64.7

7.4
15.7
4.9
2.6
5.1

2.0

.4
28.6

19.4
5.2
2.7
-.7

68.1

5.4
5.4
7.5

10.2
4.5

12.4
1.0

-.5

22.2

-10,

Bal-
ance as
percent

of
supply

11:2

,29.6
22.1
5.0
6.0
9.0
8.6

1.4
11.7

39.1
5.6

22.7
-1.0

5.6

7.9

8.9
4.3

3.0
3.8
5.6
6.0

-2.0

10.8

Supply

Total
supply

J.

New
en-

trants

1,047.5

53.2
177.4
129.6

66.1
85.2

-37.4
459.6

93.8
164.5

51.3
150.0

1.507.5

73.9
88.2

217.7

389.7
130.0
270.1
23.2

35.9

278.8

465.6

components

94.8

5.0
20.2
6.6
4.8
6.0
3.2

2.1
46.9

8.4
15.1
7.6

15.8

69.2

2.4
5.6

10.6

16.1

4.2
12.3
1.4

2.2

14.4

14.3

Attri-
tion

19.2

T.4.0

3.2
2.5
1.2

1.6
.7

.7.
6.3

1.7

3,0
.9

2.7

29.1

1.4
1.7
4.2

7.6
2.6
5.2

.4

.7

5.3

9.2

1987

Immi-
gra-
h on

3.0

.2_

1.0
.2
.2
.2

.1

.8

.3
.3
.0
.2

7.0

.2

.5

.8

1.3
.3

1.1

.1

.1

2.6

1.4

De-
mand

584.7

'18.4
62.5

102.8
47.9
60.6
24.2

31.3
247.0

36.2
106.2
10.7
83.9

1.423.1

109.2
60.9

188.9

420.6
130.8
248.2
18.5

31.6
4

214.4

603.8,

Bal-
ance

surplus
(+1/

short-
age (-)

462.8

34.8
114.9
26.8
18.2
24.6
14.8

6.1
222.6

57.6
58.3
40.6
66.1

84.4

fr

-35.3
27.3
28.8

-30.9
-.8

21.9
4.7

4.3

64.4

-138.2

Economists
Psychologists
Sociologists .
Social, n.e.c

Total
engineers

Aeronautical/
astronautical

Chem Ica!
Civil
Electrical/

electronic
Industrial
AA soh alical

Meteiruegical
Mining/ k

petroleum
Engineers,

n.e.c.

Computer
epecialists'

Bal-
ance
perpercent

as
n
of

supply

44.2

65.4
64.6
20.7
27.5
28.9
37.9

16.3
48.4

61.4
35.4
79.1
44.1

5.6

-47.8
31.0
13.2

-7.9
-.6
8.1

20.2

12.0

23.1

-30.0

'Includes both computer systernsanalyitsand computer programmers.

NOTES: OPTIM /HIGH indicates high-economic growth/high-defense expenditure scenario. Because of rounding,
components may not correspond to totals.

SOURCE National Science Foundation
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Table,13-13. Projected supply of scientists and engineers based on
net-mobility supply model: 1983 and 1987 --STAG /LOW

lin thousands] '4

\\

,5:%...

Occupation

1983 1987
,\

\
\

Total

supply

Sup ply components
Total

sic ply

Supply components

New
entrants

Net-
mobility

A101-

tion
Immi-

gration
New

entrants
Net-

mobility
In-

mobility
Attri-

tion
immi-

gration

... Total scientists . 560.8 87.0 ,M. ....M. 4.5 2.5 812.1 91.2 2.5 2.8

Agricultural 20.8 5.3 4.5 .1- .2 21.2 4.9 -5.1 .0 .1 .2
Biologists 67.1 19.2 -15.2 , .4 '.2 73.1 19.6 -18.3 .0 .2 .2
Chemists 1 94.3 6.1 -5.8 .7 .9 99.8 6.4 -5.3 .3 .5 1.0
Geotoglsls 45.2 4.4 -3.2 .3 .2 51.6 4.8 -3.1 .1 2 .2
Mathematical
Physicists

54.7
23.2

5.8
2.9

-4.4
-2.1

.2

.2"

.1

.2

59.6
24.9

5.8
3.0

-4.4
-2.6

.1

.0
.2

----3.--...
.2

'.2
Other life and physical . 29.7 1.9 -1.2 .2 .1 31.5 2.0 -1.4 .2 2 .1

, Social 225.8 41.4 ... .6 250.4 44.7 1.0 .7

Economists 34.6 7.5 -5.7 .3 .2 39.4 8.2 -7.2 .0 .1 .3
Psychologists 97.6 12.9 -8.5 1.1 .2 108.2 14.2- -10.7 .0 .5 .2

Sociologists 12.5 6.1 -4.9 .1 .o 14.5 7.2 -6.9 .0 .0 .0 .

Social, n.e.c 81.1 14.9 -10.7 .8 .1 88.3 15.1 -12.7 .0 .3 .2

Total engineers 1,194.0 63.9 18.8 6.1 1,319.1 64.8 T.. 12.8 6.7/
Aeronautical/

astronautical 67.0 1.9 1.6 1.1 .1 83.6 2.0 3.8 92 .9 .1

Chemical 57.2 5.5 -4.2 .8 .5 60.8 5.4 -4.4 .0 .5 .5
Civil 168.9 10.2 -5.8 2.7 .7 177.0 10.1 -6.1 .8 1.7 a
Eledrical/electronic 343.0 13.9 1.9 5.6 .9 397.9 15.1 3.6 15.6 4.1 1.2

Industrial 112.1 4.0 -1.9 1.8 .2 120.2 4.0 -.8 9.7 1.3 .3
Mechanical e 213.2 11.4 -5.6 3.4 .9 230.5 11.4 -5.1' 3.6 2.2 1.0

Metallurgical 15.9, 1,4 -1.0 :2 .1 17.1 1.3 -1.0 .1 .1 .1

Mining /petroleum .. 28.2 2.1 -1.3 .4 .1 32,6 2..2 -.9 1.1 .3 .1

Engineers, n.e.c. 188.5 13.5 10.7 2.9 2.6 199.4 13.3 -10.9 6.3 1.7 2.6

Computer specialists' . 473.7 10.7,, 10.6 2.4 .9 568.4 13.2 14.5 59.0 2.3 1.2

'includes both com puler systems analysts and computer programmers. BeCaU Se of rounding, components may not correspond to totals

NOTES STAG/LOW indicates low-economic growth/low-defense expenditure scenario.

SOURCE: National Science foundation
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Table 8-14. Projected supply of scientists and engineers basedson
net- mobility supply model: 1983 and 1987- OPTIMIHIGH

.,..:. , (in thousands] '
.

*a

Occupation

1983

Total
supply

Supply compodents

New Net-
entrants mobility

Attri- Immi-
tion oration-

Iota ',scientists

Agricultural
Biologists
Chemists
Geo logiats
Mathematical
Physicists
Other life and physical
Social

Economists

PnYch9logists
Sociologists
Social. n.e.c.

Total engineers ..

557.5 87.0 4.5 2.5

N
..,

Total
supply

N.-

607.6

1987 k../

Supply components

New
entrants

Net-
mobility

In-
mobility

Attri-
tion

Immi-
..erati on

92.2 ,M, 3.0 3.0

20.7
86.8
94.4
45.3
54.3
23.1
29.7

223.2

6.3.

19.2
6.1
4.4
5.8
2.9
1.9

41.4

-4.6
-15.6

' 7.2
-1.9
-5.2
-2.4
-1.6

-31.3

.1

.4

.7

.3

.3

.2

.

2.3

.2

.2

.9
.2
.2

".2
.1

.5

21.3
72.§
99.7-1.
50.1

59.5
25.2
31.7

247.5

5.0
19.7

6.4
4.9
5.9
3.1
2.0

45.2

-5.1
-18.5
-5.2
-3.8
-4.3
-2.6
-1.4

.0

.9

.3

.1

.1

.0

.2
---

.1

.2

.5

.2
2
.1

.2
1.4

.2

.3
1.0

.2

.2

.2

.1

.8

341.1

96.5
.o.. 12.4

80 2

7.5
12.9

6.1

14.9

-6:1
-8.6
-5.0

-11.7

.a
1.1

.8

.2

.2

.0
.1

38.7
106.2

14.4
88.2

8.2
14.3
7.3

15.4

-7.3
-11.0
-6.9

-12.9

.2

.7

.0

.5

.3

.3

.0

.2

Aeronautical/
astronautical

Chemical
Civil
Electrical /electronic
Industrial ,

'Mechanical
Metallurgical
Min14/petroleum ... i'''
Engineers, n.e.c. ' '
Computeipecialists'

)481.5 64.0 19.1 6.2 1,343.6 66.8 12.9 6.8.

65.1
57.1

167.5
334.7
111.9
212.3

16.9
28.1

188.9

1.9

5.5
10.2
14.0
4.0

.11.4
1.4

2.1

13.5

.2

-5.3
-8.3
-4.9
-4.4

-10.2
-1,4

.5
-14.1

1.1

.9
2.7
5.4
1.9
3.5
.2
.4

3.0

.1

.5

.7
1.0
.2
.9
.1

.1

2.6

94.1
60.9

176.8
398.8
121.9
233.5

17.4
31.5

208.7

2.2
5.4

10.2
15.6

4.1

11.7
1.4
2.3

13.9

7.3
-4.4
-6.4
4.5
-.3

-4.6
-.9

-1.4
-9.5

12.4
.0
.8

li 16.4
10.0
4.0

.1

.8
.7.4

456.2 10.8 -.6 2.3 .9 550.6 13.5 14.0 ° 59.4

1.0
.5

1.7
4.0
1.3
2.2

.1

.3
1.8

.2

.5

.8
1.2
.3

1.0
.1

.1

2.6

2.2 1.2\
'Includes both computer systems analysts and computer programmers.

NOTE. STAG ifilON 1ctitep.lovieconuntic growth/highdefense expenditure scenario. Because of rounding. components may not
correspond tolials.

.

SOURCE: Nations. science Foundation
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Table 8.15. projected supply of scientists and anginiers based on
net4nobility supply mokt 1983 and 1987-OPTIM/LOW

Pn thgiulands]
3

Occupation

1987

Total
supply

Supply components
Total

supply

Supply components

New
entrants

Net-
mobility

Attd-
tlon

Ire rel-
gration

New
entrants

Net-
mobility

in-
mobility

Attd-
tion

Immi-
gration

Total scientists I 564.4 86.5 4.4 2.7 827.1 91.6 =A. 2.5 3.0

Agricultural 120.8 -4.2 .1 .2 22.0 5.0 -5.0 .0 .1 .2
Biologists 87.5 14.8 .4 .2 75.1 19.7 -18.2 .0 .2 .3
Chemists 95.3 8.1 -4.7 .7 .9 102.5 6.4 4.4 .4 .5 1.0
Geplogist $ 45.8 4.3 2.8 .3 .2 51.0 4.8 -3.2 .1 .2 .2
Mathematical ..... . 54.9 5.8 -4.1 .2 .2 60.8 5.6 .4.3 .2 .2 .2
Physicists . ..... . 2.9 -1.9 .2 .2 25.8 3.0 -2.8 .0 .1 .2
Other life and physical .

.23.4
30.0 1.9 -.9 .2 .1 32.4 2.0!, -1.4 .2 .2 .1

Social 227.0 41.2 2.3 .7 257.7 45.1' 1.0 .8
Economists 34.7 7.5 4.5 .3 .3 40.1 8.2 .0 .1 .3
Psychologists 98.2 12.8 4.0 1.1 .2 112.4 14.4 -10.2 .0 .5 .3
Sociologists 12.5 6.1 -4.8 .1 .0 1449 7.3 4.9 .0 .0 .0
Social. n.e.c 81.8 14.8 -10.2 .8 .2 90,3 15.2 -12.9 .0 .4 .2

Total engineers . . 1.208.2 63.7 19.9 8.2 1.360.5 85.8 OEN 13.31 6.7

Aeronatitical/
astronautical

Chemical
67.4
57.8

1.9
5.5

1.8
-3.6

1.1

.9
.1

.5 IP4',.182.r
2.0
5.4

3.9
.4.4

9.1
.1

.9

.5
.1

.5

Civil . 171.2 10.2 -3.6 2.7 .7 185.7 10.3 -5.7 1.4 1.8 .a

L". Electrical/electronic
Industrial

344.8
113.5

13.9
4.0

3.3
-.7

5.5
1.8

1.0
.2

402.2
124.4

15.1
4.1

2.4
-.7

15.2
9.9

4.1
1.3

1.2
.3

Mechanical. 218.5 11.4 -2.7 3.4 .9 242.3 11.7 .4.8 5.0 2.4 1.0
Metallurgical 16.2 1.3 -.7 .2 .1 18.2 1.4 -.9 .2 .2 .1

Mining /petroleum 26.4 2.1 -1.1 .4 .1 32.2 2.2 -1.0 1.0 .3 .1

Engineers. n.e.c. . . 190A 13.4 -9.1 2.8 206.7 13.8 -11.0 6.4 1.8 2.6

Computer . 476:3 10.6 13.0 2.4 580.4 13.3 14.5 80.4 2.3 1.2

'includes both computersystems analysts and computer programmers.

NOTE OPTIM/LOW Indicates high-economic growth/lowdefense expenditure scenario. Because of rounding, components may not
correspond to totals.

SouRGE:. National Science Foundation
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Table B-18. Projected supply of scientists and engineers based on
net-Mobility supply model: 1983 and 1987-rOPTIM/HIGH

tin thousands]

Occupation

1983 1987

.

Total
supply

Supply components
Total

supply

Supply components

New
entrants

1 Not-'
mobility

Attri-
don

' Imml-
gratlon

New
entrants

No-
Mobility

In -'
mobility

Add.
tion

littral- '
gratiOn

Total scientists 566.2 87.1 4.* 2.7 839.9 93.7 .0.. 2.5 3.0 ..

Agricultural 20.8 5.3 -4:2 .1 .2 22.2 5.1 ,,S.0 .0 .1 .2
Biologists - ... ..... 87.6 19.2 -14.8 .4 .2 76.3 20.0 -18.3 .0 .2 .3
Chemists 95.5 6.2 -4.5 .7 .9 104.8 6.5 -5.1 .5 .5 tit 1.
Geologists 45.7' 4.4 -2.7 .3 .2 51.8 4.8 -3.2 .1 .2 .2
Mathematical . ..... .. 55.3 5.8 -3.8 .2 .2 63.0 6.0 -4.0 .3 .2 .2
Physicists 23.6 2.9 -1.8 .2 .2 26.6 3.1 -2.5 .0 .1 .2
Other lila andzphysical
Social

30.1
227.6

1.9
41.4

-.8 .2
2.3

.1

.7
33.3

262.3
2.1

-48.1
-1.3
...s.....

.0.
0...m. 1.0

.1

.8

Ecoriomists 34:7 7.5 -5.5 .3 .3 40.7 ° 8.4 -7.2 .0 .1
.

.3
Psychologists 98.4 12.9 -7.9 1.1 .2 113.6 14.7 -10.2 .0 .5 .3 , "
Sociologists . .... 12.5 6.1 -4.8 .1 .0 15.1 7.4 -7.0 .0 .0 .0
Social, n.e.c.. 82.0 14.9 -9.9 .8 .2 92.8 15.6 -12.8 .0 .4 .2

Total engineers 1,217.2 64.2 . 18.9 6.3 1,437.3 68.1 ..1... 14.0 6.9

. st
Aeronautical/

astronautical 70.0 1.9 4.3 1.1 .1 104.8 2.3 7.6 13.1 1.1 .2
Chemical 58.0 5.5 -3.4 .9 .5 64.2 5.5 -4.2 .1 .5 .5
Civil 171.6 10.2 -3.3 2.7 .7 190.1 10.5 -4.8 1.8 1.8 .8 -
Electrical/electronic 347.9 14.0 6.2 5.5 1.0 421.3 15.7 5.3 18.7 4.3 1.2
Industrial 114.2 4.0 .0 1.8 .3 129.8 4.2 .3 11.3 14 .3
Mechanical 217.9 11.5 -1.4 3.4 .9 253.4 12.1 -2.8 7.0 2.5 1.1

Metallurgical 16.3 1.4 -.6 .2 .1 19.2 14 -.7 .4 k .1

Mining /petroleum - . 28.5 2.1' -1.0 .4 .1 32.5 2.2 -1.0 1.1 .3 .1

Engineers. n.e.c.. 192.8 13.8 -7.0 2.9 2.6 222.0 14.2 -8.8 9.7 1.9 2.6

Computer specialists' . 477:7 10.9 14.2 . 2.4 .9 592.8 13.8 18.9 . 83.8 2:4 1.2

'Includes both computer systems analysts and computer programmers.

NOTES OPTIMIHIGH Indicates high-economic growth/hIgh-defense expenditure scenario. Setause 01 rounding. components may
not correspond tc totals.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation
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Table B-17. Supply/demand balance of scientists and engineers based on
net-mobility supply model; 1983 and 1901 STAG/LOW

unihousando

,

Occupation

1983 1987 .

1 Supply Demand

Balance
surplus (+)/
shortage (-f

Balanpe as
percent of

- supply Supply 6emand

Selene;
surplus (+V
shortage(-1

' Balance as
,percent of
s supply

Total scientists

Agricultural
Biologisls
Chemists
Deolodisti
Mathematical
Physicists
Other life an h 'cal .

Social
.

Economists
Psychologists
Sociologists
Socia1.9.e.c

Total%ngineers

Aeronautical/
astronautical

Chemical
Civil..
Electrical/electronic
Industrial
Mechanical i
Metalurgical
Mining/petroleum
Engineers, n.e.c.

".:omputer specialists'

560.6 513.8 46.8 8.3 612.1 555.9 56.2 9.2

20.6
67.1

M94,3
' 45.2

54.7 ,,
..k 23.2
r 29.7

225.8

'17.2
t 552

91.9
41.7
52,0
21.2

' 28.0
205.9

3.4
11.2
2.5
3.5
2.7
2.0
i'.7

19.9
`

16.5
16.7
2.6
7.1
4.9
8.6

'5.7
8.8

21.2
73,1
99.8
51.6
59.6
24.9
31.5

250.4

17.3
59.4
97.7
47.9
56.9

; 22.4
29.5

2244

...
1

\

3.9
13.7

2.1

3 7
2.7
2.5
2.0

25.6

18.4
18.7

2.1
7.2
4.5

10.0
6.3

10 2

., 34.
57 6
1 5 -

31.1
.91.5

9.4
73.9

.
3.5
6.1
3.1
7.2

_.

.

to 0
N 6.3

24.6
8.9

39.4
108.2

14.5
88.3

i
34.11

. 100;5*.
10.1
79,4

-T -

\):

i -
. i.

4.6
7.7
4A

,' 8,9\

11.7
7.1

30.3
10.1

1,194.0 1,169.2 24.8 2.1
4

1,319.1 1,296.4 ; ,
.

2 1.7
.

67.0
57.2

168.9

343.0
112.1

213.2
15.9
28.2

188.5

67.5
54.0

166.8
340.9
111.4
206,6

15.1

27.1
179.8

.

-.5
d.3.2

2.1
2.1

.6

6.6
.8

1.1

8.7

-.7
5.6
1.2
.6
.6

3.1
5.0
3.9
4.6

816
60.8

177,0
397.9
120.2

. 230.5
17.1
32.6

199.4

85.5
57.4

174.7
396.3
120:3
223.9

16.3
31.7

190:3.

,,,

I
-I 9
3 .4

2.3

1.6
- 1

6.6
.8
.9

9.1

-2.3
5.6
1.3

.4
-21

2.9
4.7
2.8
4.6

473.7 480.2 -7.2 -1.5 666.4 577.6 -9.2 -1.6

'Includes boat computer systems analysts and computer programmers.

NOTES. STAG/LOW Indicates low.econtmic growth/low-detensa expenditure senano. Because of rounding, components may not
-

correspond to totals

SOURCE. National Science Foundation
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Table 13-18. Supplyldemand balance of scientists and engineers based on
net-mobility sitspply model*: 1983 and 1987--STAG/HIGH

yriiiiousandsl
di

- ,
Occupation

- 1983 ' g,- ' .
147 1 a

Supply Demand

Balance
surplus ( +I/
shortage (-)

Balance ifi
Percent of

sup)*

-

"" Supply Demand

Balance
surplus (+)/
shortage (-I

Balance as
percent of

supply

Total scien1Ists

Agricultural
Biologists
Chemists
Geologists
Mathematical
physicists
Other tile and physical ...
Social

Economists
Psychologists
Sociologists
Social. n.e.c

Total engineers

Aeronautical /astronautical
Chemical
Civil
Electrical/electronic
Industrial
Mechanical
Metallurgical
Mirling/petroleurrg
Engineers. n.e.c. ...

Confputer specialists'

557.5 507.6 49.9 9.0 $07.5 567.4 ... 40.1 36.6

4 20.7
66.8
94.4
45.3
54.3
23.*
29.7-

. 223.2

172
55.3
90.7
42.7
51.0
20.9
27.6

202.2

*

.

3.5
11.5
3.7
2.6
3,3
2.2
2.1

21.0

16.9

17.2
3.9
5.7
6.1

9.5
7 1
9.4

21.3
72.6
99.71

' 50.1
. 59.5

25.1
31.7

247.5

17.5
60.4
91:1.6

48.2
581

.23.4
3141

229.2 .

3.7
. 12.2 .

.1

t9.
8

1:7
It" 1.3

18.3

"
;

' '
'
.

17.4
164

., .0
3.8
1,3

6.8
4.1

7:4

34.1
96.5
12.4°
80.2

. 3141
t 9.3
72.2

3.8
6.1
3.1
8.0

11.1

. 6.3
$5.0
10.0

38.7 s

106.2
14,4
88.2

35.3
.101.7

10 3
81.9

,

.
3.4"
4.5
3.1
6,3

. 8..4t
21.5

17...0-
1.181.5 1.140.3 41.2 15 ° 1,343.6- t373.2 -29.6 2.2

65.1
57.1

167.5
334.7
111.9

4 .212.3
15.9
28.1

188.9

. 64.5
53.1

163.5
327.6
109.3
202.2
14.8
27.6

177.7

.

.6
4.0
4.0
7.1

2.6
10.1

1.1
.0

11.2

.9,
?.0
2.4
2.1
2.3
4.8
6.9
1.8
5.9

94-1
60.9

- 76.8
398.8
121.9
233.5

* 17.4
31.5

208./

107.2
56.7

' 179.1
415.2

- 125.0
233.4

17.1
31.8

. 20S'1'

°

-13.t
. 2.2
-2.3

1116 4

-3.1
.1

:b
-.3

.r. 3.0

'
-13.9

3.6
-1,3
-4 1
-2.5

.0
1.7

.0
'1.4

456,2
.

454.3, 1.9 -.4 , 550.6 588.9 is -3&3- -7.9

'Includes both computer sysrms analyst s and computer programmers. . .
NOTES. STAG/LOW indicates loseconomic growtb/loh-defepse expenditure scenario. Because of rotkding, components may not

. correspond to totals. f .7,$

SOURCE: National Science Foundation
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Table 13-19. Supplyidemandlalance of scientists and engineers based
on netmobility supply model: 1983 and 1997-OPTIM/LOW

Iln1hbusands)

Occupation °

1983 * 1987

Supply Demand

Betel
surplus (+)/
shortage (-I

Balance as
'percent of
, supply

'

Supply
i

Demand

Balance
surplus 1+)/
shortage(-)

Balance as
percent of

supply

Total scientists 584.5 520.4 44.1 7.8 827.1 570.9 582 9.0

Agricultural V6 17.5 3.3 15,9 22.0 18.1 3.9 17.7
Biologist 87.5 58.6 10.9 18.1 75.1 81.4 13.7 18.2

Chemists 95.3 93.5 1.8 1.9 . 102.5 100.3 22 ' 2.1
Geologists 45.6 42.3 3.3 7,2 51.0 47.3 3.7 7:3
Mathematical 54.9 52.5 2.4 4.4 '80.8 58.1 2.7 e 4.4
Physicists 23.4 21.5 1.9 . 8.1 '25.8 23.1 2.5 9.8
Other life and phisical .... 30.0 28.4 1.8 5.3 32.4 30.3 2.1 8.5
Social . 227.2 208.1 19.1 4° 8.4 257.7 232.3 25.4 9.9

Economists ._ 34.1 31.3 3.4 9,8
-

40.1 35.5
_

4.8 11.5
Psychologists 98.2 92.5 5.7 5.8 112.4 105.0 7.4 8.8
Sociologists , 12.5 9.5 3.0 .2 - 14.9 10.5 4.4 29.5
Social. n.e.c . 81.8 74.8 8.8 8.3 90.3 81.3 9,0 10.0

Total engineers 1,208.2 1,189.0 17.2 . 1.4 1,380.5 1,337.0 23.5 1.7

Aeronautical/
. .

astronautical - 137.4 88.0 -.6 -1.9 8.1 88.0 -1.9 -2.2
Chemical 57.8 55.1 2.7 4.7 62.7 59.2 3.5 5.8

Civil 171.2 170.7 .5 .3 :\ 185.7 183.8 1.9 1.0

Electrical/electronic 344.8 - 343.8 1:2 .3 1 402.2
/

399.8 2.8 ' .6

Industrial 113.5 113.8 -.1 -.1 14.5 124.8 , -.1 -.1

Mechanical
4

218.5 212.0 4.5 2.1 242.3 236:7 6.6 2.7
Metallurgical 18.2 15.6 .8 3.7 18.2 17.4 .8 4.4
Mining/pMroleum - 28.4 27.5 .9 3.2 32.2 31.2 1.0 3.1

Engineers. n.e.c. 190.4 182.9 7.5 3.9 208.8 197.5 9.1 4.4

Computer specialists' .... 478.3 484.8 -8.3 ' -1.7 5!80.45' .589.5 -9.1 -1.8

. . .

,Includes bolltcomputer systems analysts and computer programmers.

NOTES. OPTIIVLOW indicates high-economic growth/lowdefense expenditure scenario. Because of rounding, components may
not q,orrespond to totals.

SOURCE: Nihon:II Science Foundation
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Table 1340. Supply/demand balance of scientists and engineers based
on net-mobility supply model: 1983 and 1987-OPTIM/HIGH

(In thousands)

.

Occupation

1983 1987

Supply Demand

Balance
surplus (+)/
shortage( -)

Balance es
percent of

supply Supply Demand

Balance
surplus (+)/
shortage(-)

Balance as
percent of

supply

Total sciantists 566.2 523.0 43.2 7.7 639.9 584.7 55.2 8.6

Agricultural ' 20.8 17.6 15.4 22.2 18.4 3.8 17,1

Biologists _67.6 56.7
.3.2

10.9 16.1 76.3 62.5 13.8 18.1

Chemists $ 95.5 93.9 1. 1.7 104.6.. . 102.1 1.8 1.7
Geologists 45.7 42.5 3.2 7.0 51.6 47.9 3.7 7.2
Mathematical 55.3 53.0 2.3 4.2 63.0 60.6 2.4 3.8
Physicists 23.6 21.7 1.9 8.1 26.6 24.2 2.4 9.0
Other life and physical 30,1 28.6 1.5 5.0 *33.3 31.3 2.0 6.0
Social .... 227.6 209.0 18.6 8.2 262.3 237.0 25.3 9.6

Economists' 34.7 _ 31.4 3.3 9.5 40.7 36.2 4.5 11.1
Psychologists 98.4 . 92.7 5.7 5.8 113.6 , 106.2 7.4 6.5
Sociologists 12.5 9.6 2.9 23.2 115.2 110.7 4.5 29.6
Social, p.e.c . 82.0 - 75.3 6.7 8.2 92.8 83.9 8.9 9.6

Total engineers ' 1,217.2 1,207.6 9.6 .8 1,437.3 1,423.1 14.2 1.0

Aeronautical/
astronautical 70.0 72.4 -2.4 -3.4 104.8 109.2 -4.4 -4.2

Chemical 58.0 55.4 \ 2.6 4.5 64.2 60.9 3.3 5.1
Civil.. 171.6 171.5 .1 .1 190.1 188.9 1.2 .6
Electricaltilecironia 347.9 348.9 -1.0 -.3 421.3 420.6 .7 .2
Industrial 114.2 11419 -.7 -.6 129.8 130.8 -1.0 -.8
Mechanical 217.9 214.3 3.6 1.7 253.4 248.2 5.2 2.1

Metallurgical 16.3 15.6 .5 3.1 19.2 115 .7 3.6
Minbtg tpitroleum_ 28.5 27.6 .9. 31 32.5 31.6 .9 2.8
Engineers, n;e.c.- -- 192.8 186.8 . 6.0 3.1 - 222.0 214.4 7.6 3.4

Computer spat-18118W. 477.7 486.9 -9.2 -1.9 592.8 603.8 -11.0 -1.9

Inchides both corn puler systems analysts end computer programmers.

NOTES: OPTIMMIGH indicates high-economic growth/high-defense expenditure scenario. Because of rounding. components may
not corresaty to totals.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation
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